
July 20, I960

Dear Shri Joshi,
Since I learnt from the press that you have been 

released, I was trying to contact you on phone but did not 
succeed* I am enclosing copy of the circular which I 
issued to all the unions directing them to withdraw the 
strike* As yet, no report has been received about the 
situation in various centres as far as defence is concerned. 
I do not know at first hand even what has happened 
at Poona, Ie hap ore, Bombay, etc* except what has 
appeared in the press*

The press here has been publishing reports about 
the efforts being made by Shri Asoka Mehta and his meetings 
with various Ministers* Shri Guruswamy left this 
place yesterday evening, to Madras* The information 
that we got from Shri Guruswamy of talks between Shri 
Asoka Mehta and the Ministers was that except in 
cases of violence, the Government will not be vindictive* 
But the practice, as far as I have reports, is different.

Defence workers have been arrested not only in those 
places where strike has been successful but even where 
the strike could not take place* For example, in Delhi, 
we have 15 defence workers in jail* One has been 
arrested yesterday* after the withdrawal of the strike* 
In Punjab MES, Shri kamnath, General Secretary of the Union, 
was arrested yesterday at 3*J0, after he was accepted 
for duty and worked for some time* Hot even a single person 
has been released here, as has been done in Bombay and 
Jabalpur* Prom indications available, it is clear that 
they are not going to be released at least till another 
week* The bail applications are being rejected by local 
magistrates* Workers are being suspended ana dismissed 
even now*

All this demands our immediate attention* Joint 
Council meeting should be arranged* If you and Shri Peter 
Alvares, as reported in the press, are coming to Delhi, 
then the meeting can be held in Delhi itself •

Shri Krishna Menon is not here and my efforts to 
meet him have not succeeded yet*

I would therefore like to hear from you at the 
earliest, so that bn the basis of information that we have, 
we can assess the situation, think of the next step and 
take some positive steps to check the demoralisation and 
frustration that are coming* The meetings of the Joint 
Council and also of the Federation Working Committee 
are essential*

Please let me have your views and instructions 
as early as possible*

With regards,
Yours sincerely,

(K* G* Sriwastava)



New Delhi.

Dear Com.Peter Alvares,
I read in Free Press Journal your announce

ment in the public meeting about JCA meeting here 
on 2?th July* Otherwise* we have not received 
anything from you* A press communique from the 
office of the JCA would be better*
2. You must also have seen that a Judicial 
inquiry is going to be held into Dohad firing. 
It does not seem to be independent impartial 
Judicial inquiry which we demand and get* May be 
some departmental official might do it. In that 
case* there may be two opinions about participating 
in the inquiry officially. Nonetheless we must 
see that our witnesses and viewpoint are put 
forward in the inquiry.

I am sure this matter is engaging your 
attention. I shall be grateful if you will let 
me know your viewpoint in this respect and steps 
taken by you.

With greetings*

- rz- (K.G.Sriwastava)

Com. Peter Alvares* 
Secretary, 
Joint Council of Action* 
Bombay.



July 22, I960

Dear Banerjee,
TK could not arrange money that 

day.
Mil it be possible for you to ask 

the union to remit money.

Press says that in a public meeting 
at Bombay, Peter is stated to have announced 
that JCA will meet at Delhi on 2£th. I have 
not received any communication. I am 
writing to him today.

With greetings,
Yours fraternally,

(K.G.Sriwastava)



to.., K. <.















TRADE UNION ACTION COMMITTEE
DELHI.

Ref. No...............  Dated.. . -Aug v 196 q *
* • ft Trade Union House,I L .. Katra Shahan Shahai, 

Chandini Chawk, Delhi.
TO,

1. The General Secretary, 
Hind Max door Sabha, 
Delhi Branch, Delhi.

2• The General Secretary,
United Trade Union Congress,

Dear friends,
The Government’e attack on the 

trade union and democratic rights of the 
working people have been mounting . The recent 
magnified ent strike action of the Central Govt, 
employees, saw this attack at its climax.

Alarmed at the Government’s 
offensive^against the trade uni one of our 
country, the three central trade union organis
ations, via. AITUC, HMS and UTUC have appealed 
to the entire working class and the trade union 
movement of our country to resist these attacks 
and demonstrate their anger by observing Friday 
2nd September. I960. * TRAM UNTON RIGHTS

v u. t/OL vU-» uU jQXli-V
processions and meetings day.

I
In the Capital, it therefore befits 

us that we should get together and plan out the 
various details about this historic day.

We would, therefore, request you 
to kindly let us know when our three local 
Committee along with such other Trade Union 
Organisations as axe px*© pared to join in, can



' TRADE UNION ACTION COMMITTEE
DELHI.

.. •*-—---- 
Ref. No...-------- Dated..... .;...... ............196

- 2 -
call a meeting of trade union representatives 
to take decisions in this natter*

We believe that a united celebra
tion of the "TRADE UNION RIGHTS DAY", on 2nd 
Sept♦, I960, would ensure naxinun mobilisation 
of the working people and set an inspiring example of trade union unity and solidarity at 
thia critical juncture •

Yours comradely,

A. C.Nanda, 
Convener, Delhi Trade Union Action Commit ttee composed of representatives 
of1* Trade Unions affiliated to AITUC 

2. Delhi Trade Union Council.
Delhi State Bank Employees 
Federation.

4. News Paper Employees Federation 
northern Sane Insurance Employee? 
Association.

6. Certain other indipondent Trade 
Unions.

SSN.
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.THE NATIONAL FEDERATXON~(5F'P&T EMPLOYEES

No. F/50(PC)/Misc.

P & T HOUSE, 
9, PUSA ROAD,

Del hi-5, the 24th August, 1960.

To

The Secretary, 
All India Trade Union Congress, 
4, Ashok Road,

Dear Comrade,

We acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter dated 16*8.60 inviting us to join the 

wTrade Union Sights Day11 on 2.9.60. We are 

thankful for the active support which the 

A.I.T.U.C., U. T.U. C. and H.M. S. are extending 

towards the cause of the Central Government 

Employees.

We however regret to say that in 

the existing circumstances, it will not be 

possible for uS;to participate in the obser

vance of the Day on 2.9.60.

With-’greetings,"

Yours fraternally,

P £
(P. S. R. ANJANEYULU)

SECRET ARY-GENERAL



I . f • J
Phone : 34-2650

The Co-ordination Committee of Central Govt. Employees’ & Workers’ 
Unions and Associations, West Bengal.

President—K. G. Bose
General Secy.—S. K. Bose

Ref. No....................

249, Bepin Behari Ganguly Street, 
Calcutta-12

......... .................I960.

Sri S. A. Den gey M.P.

Dear Sri D ng?,

Perhaps you have reap in ths Newspaper the news of 
tragic death of Rajysswar CAkltterjee - suspended employees of the Regional 
Directorate of Food, Eastern Region ,Calcutta who ended his life by 
committing suicide on the 19th September160. A press cut ing from Amrita 
Bazar Patrika dated 23-9-60 where it was.ecitorilly ccmmentedTis enclosed
U>e unfortunate colleague of our-s was 
charge of zxxtisiaixzx participation in 
member in the Association.

suspended from 13th July, 60 on the 
the strike and we s an ordinary

Although the declared policy of the Govt, has been not to 
proceed against persons for mere participation in strike, the authorities 
could not settle the case even after the lapse of mere theh tv;o months. 
The deceased has left behind his wife^two children, ps well as, his mother 
four brothers and sisters dependedd on him. The uncertoAVity about his 
future and the possibe results of the departmental enquiry which w-s held 
just before the tragedy— when it is reported he was threatened with 
dismissal have, it is widely apprehended .brought ebo t the iwf ortun■;te 
end of his life. It

The number of employees still under suspension in West Beng? 
runs to several hun^gds. You are aware^the ban issued by Govt, of India 
against raising of funds fop relief of the suspended end otherwise 
victimised employees. Pandit Pantfe categorically stated that Govt, dis
approves raising of funds for helping those who are guilty in

the eyes of the Govt. Employees* Organisations have out of their 
limited resources tried their be st-to help the distressed employees but 
the scope is limited by the ammount of available funds -nd the number of 
employees cfiected and'diis varv widely from department to department.

h' \. i-
We would request that the mat'. er t ’ r- ised in the Tri

partite conference now in session. Demands swuc be ir.ee in all solemnity 
for insttUtUng an impartial enquiry in2.to the cireunsl nces of the case 
and for payment of adequate compensation to the bereaved family.

Govt, should also be urged to i modi • telvt^ ithdrew xf 
suspension orders issued for mere particip ti< r^.h uh e pending disros^l 
of the charge sheets । if any and thus mitigate the ips of the larre
number cf employees affected.



Joint Council Of the Action of Central Government Employees, 
(Delhi State}.

7/1, Railway Colony, 
Delhi Kishanganj, 

1/ 25/5/60.

k largly attended meeting of Central Government Employees of Delhi 
State comprising the workers of Railway, Post & Telegraph, Defence and 
Confederation of Central Government Employees, held under theauspices of 
Joint Council of Action of Central Government Employees Delhi State in 
Town Hall Delhi, passed the following resolution unanimously. y

Shri Gopal Singh Jodi of Post & Tele, presided. Secretary.

The Pay Commission Report hasjielied all hopes of the Central Govt. 
Employees. The attitude of the Government in not considering the legitimate 
demands of the workers and the way they are implementing the retrograde 
recommendations of the Pay Commission Report, have created deep 
dissatisfaction amongst the workers. Nevertheless, the workers are 
anxious to secure justice and get improvements on Pay Commission Report 
through negotiations. But, if the Government continues its present 
attitude, they have no other alternative than to resort to direct action 
as envisaged in the decision of the Bombay Convertion.

We urge upon the Government of India and particularly to the Prime 
Minister to yet realise the gravity of,the situation and open negotiation 
with the Joint Council of Action so that the workers are spared 
from taking recourse to direct action.

We hope that the public and the Press will appreciate the justness 
of our case and will lend their support and sympathy. We appeal to the 
public to force the hands of the Government of India so that it may 
immediately start negotiations with the Joint Council of Action and justice 
is meted out to the employees.

We call upon every Central Government Workers to stand by the 
Joint Council of Action, and mobilise themselves in their respective 
areas from now onwards to face any EWiixakiyxikxi eventuality that may 
be necessary, at the call of the said Joint Council of Action.

2.



Registerd No. P-1006
J. C. A. DECIDES TO LAUNCH GENER/^^

. • Reviewing the developments since the >dop- strike,, from' 19th June to the mi ig t J 
tion of the Resolution by the Convention of; the JI th July 1960. ' *
Central Governmept Employees Organisations This Council directs its cdhs wue Jtung 
on 2nd and 3rd April I960 at Bombay,’Jthis to take all such steps in.the meantimeMgW 
mee^jng^f joinTCoupcil of Action. noteS^ith be required under thfe Law and T^g^S 
deep regrqt tfeii the' interview with the Wime 
Minister has not materialised, so far. and expre
sses its ■ feelings cf disappointment, that.’t Ke 
earnest desire of the Joint Council of Action

constitution ail'd qiills upon the Central
qment Employe^ to form Local. Coutimhfp 

...... Action immediately ahd'to organise ahd^hiqbi 
^on lise themselves under the banner of tHdKjpiA 
;he .6 Council of Action for the said united, and'bod

certed direct action from the midnight^ 
11th J.uly - i960 .and he prepared fotlit

to secure, a. negotiated settlement, on the6 
demands has ppt sd far qyoked a favourable 
response''fro m'^hip/C^verq^ , - _ ~~ i- -rifink
pursuance of the opinion expressed "by^thd , maximiimsaorificefor the realisation 
said Convention', thiaibheting of the Joint 'tCoii- and minimum demands.
hcil of 'Action reaffirms its decision tp ^frept . ' Thig^ouncil further resolves tomee ~
action taking due-note1'.of the dishitisfaction quently. as possible and in the 3rd Wee o» 
among the employees which is mounting.’ 1060 .and also during the negotiations w. *

tt ' - r >. • . j . ; Prime minister to review and assess the Bitua*<Ho^^sb.b^ tioi,. aid ' pfopafotkmB for Btriko
negdtjated settlement nd^ot to : £e8(ltts^ flattens. xfSMj

precipitate-a crisis this Council resolves reluc- 6 . adS
tantly .bd; detef :tW3ate;of direct 'abtiop ;viz., (Resolution passed at Bombay on 31st MAy

- ; Resolu tely Organise r or - a Successful: Strike
-PETER ALVE&I

Ac 
75

• , .“Central-l^yeq^ .wM be
sorely disappoihyel.dp .learning that,- the JE&ime 
Mtafeter iq
the y tives/pr^

hr view _
their, effdrts'' ^ ^q^^ds onjhe 2n^Pay ^Qfc; ^ganisrtti^

- . . - .. Employees s - o^^jow resoluteFyqJ
.-aasex fPiipie strike On 11th Jul

^dony^^S^ <»<ib0ma*iBe-’of L2jk»nrf ^ of Action draBM
Tho’J’binfcud v H ofActionexpresed ftea«^bty all ct^&ned; tha^^

. to h^gotio^oos wiOhkept 6pei
and QYid pMj^qd< Nie4a^^ spared to orrrw

//rw/iw ■1

am on th in: order-to meet the Priraei^W 
convenience: The refusal, follow jngMmi 
earlierindicationof hiswtllingnods ttcpMM 
Chairmah,now comes as a shocks
/. . “Undisnlayed hy this temporttf^^^E

-FROM 11th dnfy LOOMS AHEi
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PRIME MINISTER CLOSES DOOR ON NEGOTIATIONS
“The Prime Minister has received your letter dated May 27. 1960 and your telegram 

^dated May 30 of 1960 asking for an interview for representatives of your Council of Action. 
He-regrets he is unable to give this interview as he thinks that it will serve no useful purpose 
He., cannot discuss the revision of the Pay Commission’s recommendations andtheGovern- 

, <ments dicisions on them;,This would be an improper way of dealing .with the result of the 
/Labours of a high-powered Commission which gave a good deal of time and thought to the 
-matter that come up before-it and than gave its* considered opinion. Government, fortheir 
.part, considered these recommendations as almost tantamount to an award1 And accepted them 
^almost, in. toto even there, they might have had a different opinion. Thtey do not propose 
..to go back op these .decisions. । , . lt<

.’“The Prime Minister is distressed to learji that some of the Central Government emp’kiyees 
r . to open this matter again and even organmed some kind of a ‘‘Council of

This action would further come ‘in the way of his meeting any deputation on ihis^ 
^Nfiubject.^ i'

“Where,^qiveyer, litre is apy ^qubt ^or uncertainty about the--imp!omentation of 
J; ?%itidns already rpade, oh. the jbasis of the ^ay Commission report, this can certainly be ex*. ‘ 

co-operation; with Ministry ooheerned. ’ . , f .. . /r
1 t “The Prime Minister is concerned with the w,ell-being of Government employees and .wlt^^ 

^^bjeir taking their. fnU share in-the improvement of living standards in India. He deeply' 
^^egret^ how'qyer, that-at a moment v^hen the country has to face grave issues andr mor^y 
S^cApecially, when Jhewhole question of our-ocoqguiuc advance ia being considered in connection

m(h our Five Year Plans, any- person in India,, and more especially Government employees, 
shbu|d forget or ignore larger issues and take up Attitudes which are unbecoming. Me hopes 

: ; t.hat,jthey will appreciate conditions prevailing ih the country today and give thoir full ® upport>;
to the fulfilment of the plan for the nation’s advance'which will inevitably also lead to their 
own betterment.”

( Text of a letter reoived from the Prime Minister’s Secretariat to J. C. A. )

STRIKE FROM MIDNIGHT OF lltji July INEVITABLE 
X RALLY ROUND J. C. A.

' X make the strike a success
x FIGH c to win your demands

neftgra.fi


11TH JULY ZINDABAD
BY

Shri fl. P. chatter/ee. General Secry, A I. R. M. S Employt^i unlwioclattlll

Editorial

22 LABrEnTRAL GOVT EMPLOYEES ON THE MARCHThe 11th day of July is a red-letter dayi A . Prime Minister to grant any interview to thb - ^^ 
. ri *■ representatives of the J. C. A. Thus there'i®’ ^

only one course left qpeh to us and that is 
prepare for the coming struggle of-the-ijItMiHH 
July.

the history of Central Government Employees’ 
movement. On the day, in the year 1946, the 
Postmen apd Lowpr-grade Staff went on strike 
for the betterment of their . condition of servi
ce. They were followed by other sections. of the 
P&T staff. The struggle of the P&T employees, 
at that time commanded spontaneousandunp- 
recedented support and sympathy of the peo
ple at large. The P&T workers were victorious 
in their struggle , and the Government of the, 
day had to concede their just demands.

The NFPTE has already issued two 
^lars-ope on the 3rd and the other on theTTfH 

June. The Circular of the 3rd June carries: 
decision of the'J. C. A. ontbeDirect-AA£?m 
of the 11th July and code of precefof&ori^ 

" functioning of the J. C. A. *^hd 6irouIaf uf^M 
7th June has urged for ' formatfoiS^qF

The llthday. of July thia year hasbeeh' at local levels and has also 
fixed by the J.C. A as then target date for branches to hold General Bljay'TIeeth^^BS 
Direct Action for the* entire Central Govt; 21st to consider; the decision, Tof^alJvCt^AI 
Employees. The , similarity in the date of the and to communicate their views un thb/irid^H 
struggle of 1;946 Mid 1960 is a striking one' ‘
though there is a great deal of difference in the‘ 
character of the. movement. In spite of best 
efforts, all. such, । movements of the Central 
Government Employees ip the past were con
fined to a particular department or industry. It 
is for the. first time that the entire Central 
Government Employees belonging to the Rail-

fioial recommendations of the. Central
_ _ , Commission. While we pinned our faith in

ways Defence, P&T and other officials have negotiated settlement, the Prime,Minister hakW 
mobilised themselves under the banner of the thought it fit to reject the intervi^ 
J. C. A and have decided to embark upon a he eHrJier expressed his inclination to^^W^ 

representatives. Many a dirty gamewillibe ,- 
played from now on ‘ to the target date*

Direct Action on and from the 11th July thia - 
year.

In fact, the target date for the Direct Acti
on was originally fixed on the 19th June by 
the Convention of the Central Government. 
Employees' organisations held od the 2nd. 
April, 60 at Bombay. The date was subseque- ‘ 
ntly postponed by the J. C- A. in its meeting, 
held on the 29th, 30th and 31st May with a. 
view to meet the Prime Minister at his conve-" 
nience for a negotiated settlement.

The desire of the J. C. A. to have a negoti-;, 
ated settlements with the Prime Miniseter has 
received a rude shock in the refusal by the

ORDINANCE OR NO ORDINANCE GO AHEAD TOWARDS 
July 11th,

The Centra! Government1 Employe!^^aj 
so far exihibited unique tolerkrtc^ hi>4pfte|n
worst provocations.* While owthe one -hafidZ^EM 
the retrograde recmmfendalidifs’ haVe'i: W 
implemented, the Government’ • have 
refused to announce the decision on the ben^^ 

dissuade, demoralise and subdue us. The heavy 
hands of repression will be on our hedd/The ' 
black loggers will try to raise their voice ofOff 
position and create disunity among the Central 
Government Employees. We havetomeetJhb^e’ 
challenges with courage, tact, and cdlmn^s to 
crown the struggle of 11th July with success. '

11th July Zindabad ! . 5 j .
Unity of Central Government Employees 

Zindabad !!

€ v

nRH As you know the J.C. A. had extended its 
m, , handof co-operation for a negotiated settlement 
MKf^butJByeatho^ the Prime Minister had earlier 

after his return 
tour his latest reply 

he is not in a’ mood to
A. on the six point 

The Prime Minister has 
^^nraBMm^^lqtod .the door of negotiation and 

alternative for the J. C. A. but 
itrikei decision in its meeting 

ML and 24th June *6n at Delhi
^MfSmjE^pursu^ of the decisioh, strikenotice 

constituent units of the 
NFPTE conveying their 

MnEfflmwi&to ^pn strike from the midnight, of 

MHu/WT^sixpoint chatter for which the J.C.A is 
^^^igbqog consists of fixation of minimum wage of

>as recommended by the XVth labour 
Mgrconference to which Govt. was a party accep- 
M^*tanca’ of the. principle of dearness allo-' 
H^^wahce^as recommended by the first Pay Com- 
K^ mis^n/ and agreed to by the Government 
^;^$hen/; settlement of disputes by arbitration, 
BK^aWt^iph^fthe various retrogade measuresand 

formbrupt. termination of services of Central 
L'^^&te^nment Employees which the Pay Comm- 

ission has.sought to curtail If we analyse the 
F’": demands critically it would be seen that the 
* i? Government is alrtady a party to the fixation 

Rs 125/-which has bten 
^ • 'brought jown by the Pay Commission' to 
total &J80/-* without any rhyme or reason. On fie 

allowance question as recommended 
Pay Commission the Government 

^^-’deefeioh^to implement it are still there. The 
other ^iiands have no, financial implications 

^.. -,. :and, apy ..sblf respecting Trade Union has to 
fight for,their acceptance and as an ideal empl- 
■oyer .the Govt, of India should also show a 
gesture by accepting them without any show 
of fight. It is, therefore, crystal clear that the 

- J. C. A. is on the right path, the workers dema
nds are genuine and Government reluctance 
to crush the’ movement by black ordinance, 
other respretsive measures and by encouraging 
black leggers and opportunists etc. in unjust.

These tactics of Govt, have .failed, in the 
year 1957 and they are bound to fail in the 
year of grace 1960 when 22 lacs of Central 
Govt Employees have come under the banner 
of the J. 0. A. and have sounded the bugle. 
The 'workers are restive and no amount of 
suger coated speeches, and declarations of the 
Govt, ban satisfy their hunger.. Either the 
prices have to be reduced or the wages must 
go up to keep pace with the rising spiral of 
pricey, is the.simple demand of J. C. A. and not 
only the 22 lacs Centra! Govt. Employees but 
the entire Nation are looking farward for succ
essful culmination of the impending struggle, 
because it is only then that they would be ass
ured of a decent existance.

ll’th July is the date on which the Postmen 
Union struck work in the year 1946 which 
continued for about a month. In Bihar the 
entire R.M.S., Telegraph & Telephone workers 
went on sympathetic strike in support of the 
demand of the Postmen Union and at last Mr. 
Cornansmith the then Secretary Communica
tion . Ministry ate the humble pie and 
accepted the demand of the workers. On the 
1 Ith July 1960 not only the Postmen Union 
but the entire NFPTE supported 
way men, the Defence and Dtf 
civil Aviation employees, the A’ 
nt staff and other Central 
march hand in hand and sho* 
and we are confident t 
of’ repression will stop them Hom 

the Rail
fl the 

m-’ 
11

jnt 
reacning

theirgbal. Let every employee of the RMS not 
only in Bihar but throughout India take a 
vow to become not only a follower but a van
guard of the Great Movement of the 11th July 
and show by action and not by words alone 
that they belong to the militant category of 
P&T Employees giving a deaf ear to the voice 
of a-few black leggers who are out to sabotage 
the movement for a mess of pottage. Let us 
remember the fateful date 11th July *60 and 
stop work from the zere hour, come what may.



Appreciation of the over-all strike 
situation on the 11th July, I960

From the reports received from the different 

quarters including State Governments and the concerned 

Ministries, it would appear that the prime Minister’s 

broadcast and the promulgation of the ordinance have had 

a great impact on the general body of workers who were 

intending to go on strike. It is cleat that many of 

them are having second thoughts. There have been reports 

of rifts in the ranks of strikers and of unions 

withdrawing strike notices.

The public reaction from the Very* beginning had 

been against the strike; public opinion has now become 

more crystallised.All over the country, important 

persons and organisations are offering voluntary services. 

The Press has generally expressecKitself against the 

strike movement. The general position in the different^ 

sectors is indicated in the following paragraphs:-

' RA ILWAYS

Out of a total number of employees of about 

10.94 lakhs, the All India Railway Men’s Federation 

claims a membership of only about 3 lakhs. As against 

this, the National Federation of Indian Railway Men which 

has clearly expressed itself against the strike has 

a membership of about 2.82 lakhs.- Th© NFIR which is 

affiliated to the INTUC is actively carrying on propaganda 

against the strike. They are quite strong in the Southern 

Railway where they have 52,000 members as against 23,000 

claimed by the AIRF (total number of workers in Southern 

Railway being 163000). They have also considerable 

influence in the Western, Eastern and Northern Railways. , 

Their membership figures in these regions being
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40,000, 46,000 and 35,000 respectively as against 38,000, 

67,000 and 45,000 claimed by AIRFn

According to the latest reports received by the 

Delhi Administration, it would appear that there has been 

some change for the better in the Western Railway; on the 

Central Railway also, the loutlook has improved. On the 

South-Eastern Railway, a few cracks have' appeared in the 

units of the South-East Railway Men’s Union (AIRE); in 

certain parts of the Eastern Railway also, some improvement 

has been reported after the promulgation of the ordinance. 

The Central Railway authorities exfect that more staff 

will decide against participation in the strike as the 

-full implications of participation in the illegal strike 

slowly sink in. The Eastern Railway also feel that an 

element of fear has been struck in the minds of the 

strikers. On the Southern Railway, many of the employees 

who would have otherwise struck work are likely to refrain 

from striking in view of the Ordnance. On the South- 

Eastern Railway, many of the unions are expected to secede 

from the strike. Reports from the different divisions in 

the Northern Railway indicate that the promulgation of 

the Orf’^naneehas created doubts in the minds of the 

Northern Railway Men’s Union workers and some clashes 

have already taken place between rival groups.

POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS

• The total number of employees' in the Posts and 

Telegraphs is about 2 lakhs, in addition, there are about 

a little over one lakh of extra departmental agents. The 

unions affiliated to the National Federation of Posts 

and Telegraphs’ employees which is a member of the Joint
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Council of Action have a claimed membership 

of only about 75,000. Three other unions of 

industrial workers also affiliated to this 

Federation have a combined membership of about 

8,000. Quite a number of unions have.started 

expressing themselves against the strike and 

some have assured full co-operation, to the 

authority. In U.P. circle, it is felt that the 

membership is not enthusiastic about the strike.. 

In Madras also, the response to the strike call 

is reported to be poor and no pre-strike preparations ■ \
seen^o be under way. Opposition to the strike has 

been expressed by P & T Employees Union - Class III 

and Class IV - in a number of places. The office 

bearersbf 5 out? of 4'trade unions of the employees 

of Delhi, Punjab and Kashmir cirdles pf P&T 
■ < 

Department have announced their decision to dis- 

associate themselves from the proposed str ike. The 

workers represented by them number about 3700. 

Recruitment of volunteers on a large-Scale and the 

implications of taking part in an illegal strike 

appear to have struck fear in.-the minds of many 

strikers. At some places, even technicians and 

engineers have offered voluntary services during 

the strike.
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DEFENCE

The total number of civilian defence employees is 

about 2.70 lakhs. Of these, the AH India Defence Employees 

Federation which is a member of the Joint Council of Action 

claims a membership of about 1.15 lakh. The Indian National 

Defence Employees. Federation which is against the strike 

claims a membership of 65,000* Out of 150 unions affiliated to 

the A.I.D.E.F., 106 unions have served strike notices. The 

total membership of these 106 unions is about 78,000.

Some reports have been received of defections and 

withdrawal from the strike by a number of unions. For instance, 

the workers of 515 Army Base Workshop, Bangalore have adopted 

a resolution net to go on strike. Th -ployees of Cordite 

Factory, Arvankoda (Nilgiri Dist.) have also decided not to 

join the strike.

The Acting President of the A.I.D.E.F. Shri Rai has 

resigned because of his differences over the policy with regard 

to the strike.

According to the Defence Ministry, the effect of the 

Ordinance has been generally good and the percentage of absenteeism 

in defence installations is unlikely to be very high unless . 

communications are disrupted and trains services discontinued.

According to the latest information, 5 out of 19 

Ordnance Factories, 3 out of 26 Ordnance Depots, 43 out of 63 EME 

Work-shops, 22 out of 33 Military Farms, E.M.E. employees in 7 

Cantonment Boards and 3 out of 7 Naval Establishments are not 

likely to go on strike.

OTHER CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES.

The Confederation of Central Government Employees which 

is a member of the Joint Council of Action has 11 unions affiliated 

to it claiming a membership of 76,000. Rethinking appears to 

have started in the ranks of the employees in
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different sections as a result of the Prime 

Minister’s broadcast and the promulgation of the 

Ordinance.
At a joint meeting held in New Delhi on 

July 10, the All Inula C.P*W.D.Workers Union, 

Calcutta and the All India C.B.W.D. Employees 
Union, Delhi, decided that in view of the present 

situation in the country and on the appeal* of 

the Prime Minister their members should not 
participate in the proposed strike. They have 

a combined membership of over 6,000.

The Indian Meterorological Department 

Workshop Union and the India Meteorological 
Department (Non-gazetted) Union which are affiliated 

to the confedration of Central Government employees, 
have also decided to withdraw the strike notices. 

These two unions have a combined strength of over 

1500 members.

PRESS REACTIONS

Most of the important Newspapers have come 

out with editorials against the strike. These include 

the Times of India, The Hindustan Times, The Indian 
Express, Tribune, The Mail, The Search Light, The 
Hindu and the Statesman.

PUBLIC COOPERATION
Different -public organisations are 

coming out in increasing number to offer 

cooperation during the strike period. The 

Directorate General of Resettlement & Employment 

have made suitable arrangements for placement 

of suitable persons including technical personnel 

for assisting authorities during the strike. The retired 
technicians and other officials are also offering them
selves in a large number for work during the strike perioc 
The State Governments are also offering services of 
their officers for the purpose of maintaining essential 
services.



Caap Magp.'
A.X.T.U.C. GIVES CALX. SOM ALL B©U SSMKBAL 83Kr® 

soasZdafia
Srl K*G* shrivustavu, Secretary, All India Sraie Uhlan 

Congress Mas issued ths following statement to toe Presss*
toe All India trade Union Congress and its affiliated tri -ns 

have been fighting for toe lupleaentation of tripartita agrees. ;s 

and to toe face of rising prices, ccnpensaticn for the saw in the 
fora of toereaasod dearness Allowance linking it with cost of 
living index at various centres and industries for toe last 
several years*

It has fallen cm toe lot of Central Govt* employees, because 
of the refusal of too Central Govt*, to agitate and toplewnt too 
15th tripartite labour conference decisions regarding need based 
■totoun wage and toe principle of linking dearness allowances with 
toe cost of living index, which was reccnsended by ton first pay 
commission and accepted by too Central Govt to give a fight by deci i 
•ring as last resort to go on an indefinite all India strike 11 

Central Govt Employees including Bailways, Posts and Telegraphss 

Defence and o-toer Departments fron toe midnight of July 11th -12th.
Policies involved to this strike are of grave application to 

toe workers to toe private ae well as public sectors* She Govt of 
India has done added injustice to these employees by refusing to 
Implement what they had tine and again assured to the workers In 
toe private and publie sectors* A perusal of Prime Minister Web u 

to nest the deputation, Shri Manda's refusal to discuss anything 
beyond toe recomnandaticns of too second Pay Commission and to t be 
it as sacrosanct, when earlier to toe case of Law Comission, 
Justice Chagla and Vivian Bose'a recommendations on MuMra efJci . , 

toe Government had conveniently ignored the rapport of the Judges, 
too A.X.T.V.C* feds that the Central Govt employees tew no offer 
avenue left tat and ftereforet supports their now to
go on strike#

teaffiralng their solidarity with tte Central Govt ^pleyae»g
o»«a(2)
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ovum and struggle* the All India Trade Union Congress (A.I.T.U.G 

) directs its units all over India to prepare for and to go 

on one day token strike on Thursday* the 14th ty July 2960.

Wo appeal to all other Central Trade Union Organic »t;on 

and Independent Federations to support the struggle of thJ 

Central Govemnent Employees and Join in this united solidity 
acting.

Caap, Nagpur 
the, 6th Jply 1960

sd/«> K.O. Shrlvasta/a 
Secretary 
A.X.T.U.G.
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a.k. Gor;^ on citral gover^^ employees* strike

NEW DELHI, AUGUST 9: The following is the text of A.K. Gopalan’s speech
in debate on Central Government Employees’ strike, delivered in Lok Sa ha on 
Monday, August 8:

The Central Government employees’ strike was an unprecedented event of the 
recent times* The conduct of Government before the su-rike, during the time of. 
the strike, and after‘the strike, has been something vhich'has shocked the conscience 
of every honest man in this country, barring some, perhaps, on the other side.

There was official propaganda to belittle the ;jide extent of the.strike.
There was also an, attempt to screen from the public die accumulated discontent amo^g 
the Government employees. But, notwithstanding all this terror, the Ordinance 
and also the appeal that was made by the Prime Minister, the Central Government 
employees, nearly a million of them, struck work.

After hearing the speech of the Home Minister, I fed disappointed. Instead 
of understanding and revievdng the situation, he has certainly made a speech 
which has given me the impression ’that the lessons of the strike have not been 
understood by Government. He said in the course of’ his speech that the Govern
ment servants had been incited. I want to ask him, how, in spite, of the appeal- 
made by the ?rime Minister, in spite of the Ordinance and in spite of all the terror 
that had beer, created and knowing that if they went on strike, bad consequences will 
follow, .the Central Government employees did go on strike. After all, these 
Central Government employees have been serving Government for the last so many 
years. Ie it contended that because of the incitement by half a dozen people, 
lakhs and lakhs of these Central Government employees went on strike? If the 
Home Minister contends like that, then it only means that certainly the relations 
between the Central Government as the employer and the Central Government 
employees as “he employees are very bad, and the Central Government have not won 
the confidence of lakhs and lakhs of Central Government employees all ovqrthe 
country. '

If, for -he last thirteen years, they have not been able to win the confidence 
and affection of the employees, in spite of the fact that every line they had been 
given increment in wages and o ther tilings, I think it is hi^i' time that Government 
should realise that they ccannot function with their employees, and, they should quit.

^at was. the root-cause of the strike? In spite of the appeal made by 
the Prime Minister, vhy did the Central Government employees go on strike? This 
was whet we expected Government at least would understand and look into* We 
expected a minimum sense of responsibility on die 

, and it was only some 
h incited lakhs and lakhs 
e the extent of the
strike,

self-righteousness. But, that was the theme of th,e 
The Heme Minister has said that Government were all ri 
political parties, it was only the Opposition partie S': 
of employees to go on strike. He also wanted to beS 
strike, and he said that many were there who did not go

rovernment, instead of 
[peech of the Home Minister.

It may be that merely a million of the employees have gone on strike. But we 
have not forgotten-the case of the other Central Government employees. We have 
not forgooten the case of Dr. Joseph. There may be many.like Dr. Joseph who, 
due to frustration, nay be thinking of committing suicide Die to fear, some 
of them may not have joined the strike. Die to terror and due to so many other 
intimidations and other things, many of them may not have joined the strike. 
Dies it mean that Government should not understand the magnitude of the situation 
and why. in spite of the terror of the Ordinance and the apP^dl made by the 
Prime Minister, lakhs and lakhs of employees went on strike? After all, it is 
their own employees who have been vroiking with them for the last so many years, 
who have gone on strike. But the Home Minister has no-t referred to this 
point at oil in his speech, and he has instead sidetracked the issue.

has said that it is.not because of discontentment, it is not because the 
Central Government employees had any grievance or suffering, it is not because +h^y 
had any reasonable demands to maJce, but it is because of incitement that the 
Central Government employees vzent on stiikc. ^IsOj Government viewed it as a 
rebellion inspired by sinebody outside,,

Although I would not like to go into the details about the Pay Commission’s 
recommendations etc,, I would like to point out the reasons which prompted them 
to go on a strike. .Then the First Pay Commission's report was submitted,
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the Central Government employees wanted that the report must be implemented fully, 
but it was not fully implemented. Ever since 1916 when -there was a strike and the 
Government appointed a P.ay Commission and the Pay Commission gave their recommend - 
tions, tie Central Government Government employees have been agitating over the 
issue. They wanted that the recommendations of the First Pay Commission should e 
fully implemented, and they waited for some time. They thought that Governmen , 
would do something in the matter, but when they found that nothing was done, they 
gave a strike notice in 19^7. 'They gave a strike notice because they had found 
that'it was only after a big pressure that Government would move.

Even as far as the recommendations of the Second Pay Commission are concerned, 
why is it that certain changes and modifications have been made only after the 
strike and not before the strike? ■ Wiy is it that before the strike, Governmen 
did not announce that they were going to mdee some modifications? And why did 
they do so after the strike?

It was because there was the pressure of the strike. Even in 19^7, it was ' 
only after die strike notice was given that the second Pay Commission was appointed, 
and it was only then that an interim relief was given. So, this time also, as 
usual, Government have made the employees understand that it is only after pressure 
that they would move, and due to the united pressure of the Government employees, 
Government have moved. It was only, to bring pressure bn Government and to make 
the Government understand that they are united, and they want that the reasonable 
demands of the Government employees must be accepted by Government, that they went 
on strike.

As far as the strike is concerned, two important issues arise out of it. The 
Fbme Minister Jias said that Government are giving something more to the employees. 
But he id not see the other side of the picture. ^hat is the use of giving 
Rs. 10 more, if they are not able' to hold the price-line? What is the use of 
giving Rs. 10 more to the worker, if the price of cloth -rises by 10 per cent, if the 
price of sugar rises, and in fact, he cannot get it in the open market but has to 
purchase it in the black market, or if the _prices of the other essential aritcle 
rise by 20, 30 or 10 per cent? What the Central Government employees have bear 
saying from 1917 is that if they must be benefited by the small increase that is 
given by Government, then, certainly, Government must hold the price-line.

The most important things are the holding of the price line and the giving of 
a need-based minimum wage. In spite of the Home Minister’s threat that Government 
will ban strikes and vail not allow the employees to do anything, if the Government 
are not going to do anything to hold the price line and to given them a need-based 
minimum wage, I am sure the Central Goverrment employees and other' sections of the 
working class vail certainly be demoralised and vail be frustrated, and then I do 
not know what they vail do. .

It is not a question of force or pressure’ it is not a question of an Ordinance. 
Tie question is of meeting the two main demands. Can the Home Minister say that 
there is a need-based minimum wage as far as die Central Goverrment employees are 
concerned, according to the First Pay Commission Report?.. The First Pay Commission 
Report had definitely indicated what is a poverty-line wage and what is above that

To those two most important demands, the Government’s answer was: no question 
of talkii'g about a need-based minimum wage ^d no question of linking the DA with 
the cost of living index. If there is no question of discussing the cost of 
living index and the rise in that index and linking it with DA, what is the use of 
giving DA? If the cost of living index goes higher and higher' and Governne nt 
are not able to hold the price line, certainly the wages also must increase. If 
a Central Government employee vho bought £0 ^ards of cloth before wants to buy the 
same £0 yards of cloth now — with more itorths to feed and more family burden — 
he must pay six annas per rupee more than ho paid last time. Can he afford it?
He wants not merely the slogan of a socialist pattern of society. He had.been
hoping all these 13 years that there would be a rise in his standard of living.

Now he wants to see that his standard of living does not go down. He wants 
to hold it, and live in the way he used to; That is the reason why these two 
demands have been put forward. As far as the Second Pcy Commission was concerned, 
they found drat it was a planned attack am offensive on their purchasing power, 01
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on the existing level of their wages. uhat is 'the reason given by the . ZXeS for not accepting the demands? As explained by the Heme Minister, 
■they say it is an award by a Pay Commission presided over by an honoured Judge 
and they cannot change the award. I want to a& the Hone Minister, what, about 

J -.......  Chagla Report and vhat about other Reports?
vernment have accepted seme recommendations andthe Bank Award, what about the (

VAiat about the SRC Report? Go Vermont 
rejected sene recommendations.

In all these bodies presided over by eminent Judges, wherever Government want 
to accept certain recommendations in their interest, they accept, and wherever 
they do not want, wherever they want to reject, thqy reject* They say, ’'This, 
is an Award; we must respect it and so we cannot make any changes*. If this is 
true even as far aS the Second Pay Commission’s Report is concerned, have not the 
Government made some changes? klhy did they make those changes? They made <. 
those changes because an award is not something that cannot be changed. After al-, 
the Second Pay Commission was not to take away the rights of' the Central Governme.it 
employees. Unfortunately, in the shape of recommendations, whatever right the 
Central Government employees had was taken away from them.

The employees thought that the Second Pay Commission, taking into account 
the rise in the cost of living and rise in prices, vculd certainly da something 
as far as the two important demands were concerned. But they were disappointed 
because no tiling was done.

Vhat did the Government do? ' Government promulgated an Ordinance.
Befbre the Ordinance was promulgated, as Sri Naushir Bharucha has explained — I 
do not want to go into the details — the employees tried their level best to 
come to a settlement. They waited for the Prime Minister to return from 
abroad. They decided in June that they would not strike but Would discuss 
the matter vi th Government, hoping for a settlement. But the Prime Minister on 
his return did not even talk to them. At least, he should have called them and 
told them, ’I am not going to discuss those two basic issues; but if there are other 
issues, certainly we dan talk about them1. That is tlx way of democracy. It 
is not only in speech that democracy should be there; the question of democracy 
comes also" in the behaviour towards the employees.

So tie. Central Government employees thought that there was no- question of 
even reopening the two important things. The Government’s attitude was: ’ You 
are employees in essential services. So you cannot say anything about what we 
give you. whawvjr vour difficulties, are, ,if you tell us we will give you semething, and then if you are not satisfied, you must work in the public 
interest^. This is the answer that tie Home Minister has givep us.

He says that the economic and social life of the country will be disrupted. 
Bio is disrupting the economic and social life of tie country? It is not the
Central Government employees who are doing it. It is the profiteer, the black- 
marketeer and the hoarder — they arc there, and the Government are supporting 
them. — who a^e disrupting the economic and social life of the countiy. It is 
■they who are responsible for retarding the progress of the Plan also.

Vfe have seen how in the Second five Y§.ar Plan, because of the increase in 
prices, the targets of the Plan have had to be cut dorm. There was no emergency 
at all. "While discussing the Ordinance, it has been pointed out tint if the 
object of the Go Vermont was to stop the strike and to see that they were punished, 
than the Industrial Disputes Act would have been invoked. Bit there was 021 
Ordinance promulgated. Vhy? Because Government vranted to break the morale of 
the Central Government employees; they vented to bre^c their unions; they wanted 
tlien not to make an effort to collective bargaining for their demands. That was 
the reason vhy an Ordinance was promulgated.

I do not go into the legal question because I have' no time. But as far as 
the Ordinance is concerned, it is ccrt^nly against the Constitution. The funds?- 
mental rights given to the employees by tlx Constitution have been denied to them.

I want to quote here what the Prime Minister said some years ago aid what he 
felt about strikers and black-legs, Ihis is what he said: ”1 was vastly 
excited, and'my sympathies yjere naturally all on the strikers1 side. The collapse 

of the strike, after a few days, came almost as a personal blow...., I saV the haggard 
and pinched faces of tho men and women and children, and more revealing still, 
I saw many of toe strikers and their wives being tried'in the local or countiy court. 
One Case especially angered.me: three or four women, with babies in their anus,
were "brought up in the dock for toe offence of having jeered at the blapk-legs (now 
called ’volunteers’ m our country)..... ”

Governme.it
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This was what he said with reference to the general strike in England in 1926. 
Those are not the follies of youth but tee noble sentiments expressed by the
Prine Minister,

SRI GORAY: He was not Prime Minister then.

SRI. A.K. GOPALAN; He was not Prime Minister then. But he has expressed 
noble and patriotic sentiments, He said black-legs were called 'volunteers' in 
our country. I tell him that these are noble sentiments expressed by him 
about the strikers and he has to treat the strikers in this country accordingly.

SRI ACHAR: Was it a strike of Government servants?

SOME ION. MEMBERS: Yes.

SRI K.T,K, THANGAMANI: Yes,, tee whole country was affected by it.

SJ GOPALAN: Suppose the workers stopped work for one or two days. I-scy, 
more disterbi ng than stoppage of work by the employees is the calculated, planned 
assault on tee nation's economy by tec profiteers, It is the Government which 
have helped teem by their failure te hold the price line. To this most 
important thing, tee Government are blind.

If an Ordinance wos promulgated to deal with those who are responsible for 
this increase in prices, the whole people and the Central Government employees would 
have been behind tee Government. Then certainly there would have been no strike. 
The Case of tee employees is: 'Either hold tee price line — do not give us any
thing more, if you are able to hold tee price line — or if you are not able to 
hold the price line, give us something so that we may be able to live as before. ’

As I have no time I do not go into the other aspects of th question, ; 
Hiring the time of the strike certain things happened. I want to explain them. 
It was a most peaceful strike. I do not know whether there was any case of viole ice 
at all, The Home Minister of Kerala has given an open statement that there was 
violent speech there* And, so many other States have stated that there was 
absolutely no violence. It was a strike in teich lakhs and lakhs of people 
all over India were involved.

The Supreme Court and the LAT have held that mere going on illegal strike does 
not confer the right on the tanployer to dismiss the employee* As a model employer, 
what has Government done? There have been indiscriminate dismissals.

I will give you some instances. In Madras a doctor was arrested. The 
doctor was coming out of the General Hospital and then the police asked him why 
ho was standing there. He said he was waiting for tee bus; but he was taken 
in the police van to the police station. Somebody saw him who. went to tee 
hospital and told the so argent that he was a doctor and he was released. This 
is what they did. 5

The Ordinance was there, 7{hom did they arrest? Because tee Ordinance 
was there the police officers and tte A apartment al officers could do everything 
they liked. In the office of the DAG.P&T, Nagpur they heard teat one Viswanathan 
misbehaved. They passed orders f suspension on one S. Viswanathan . This
S. Viswanathan was one who was a very loyal servant. He was a loyal person who 
did not strike and who atterddd tc his duty. He asked: ”Am I to be punished 
because I did not go on strike?" There were five Viswanathans there. So, when 
he complained orders of suspension vrere passed on all the Visivanathans. There is 
another instance.,..,.,.

SPEAKER: I would like to know from the Hon. Member the persons who committed tee a 
mistakes did not recognise the identity of the Viswanathan — did they not differe. - 
tiate between one Viswanathan and the other. Were they not also government 
employees? (Interrup tio ns)

SRI GOPALAN: There was no Viswanathan vho went on strike. It vras only on 
suspicion that it was done. Somebody said One Viswanathan vras there. So tee 
punishment was given.

SPEAKER: The person who gave notice of suspension was also a Government employee
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SRI GOP ALAN: Zes. I do not say it is the Government. I only show how it
leads them to behave because the Ordinance was there and it gave them powers to ( o 
as they lilted, .

SRI T.B. VITTAL RAO: They will be promoted tomorrow.

SRI GOP ALAN: There is another example of this suspension notice being given* .One
the first persons to be arrested ware one Ntmal Bxiattacharjee, an MLC* He iu 

a professor and an MLG. He was one of those persons who vrere suspended.

SRI K.C. BHATTACHARYA: He happened to be the President of the Union.

AN HON. MMER: So, you have the right to suspend him!.............. (Interruption).

SRI GOP ALAN: Sri Mukundan DET, Telephones, Madurai used abusive words against
girls and suspended four girls end suspended six youths. He abused them in such 
a way that he was asked to behave properly with the' ladies. I do not want to 
say other things; when they protested they were suspended.

As far as the case of Kerala is concerned, there is a Coalition Government. 
They spy there was jno'victimisation. Thore was vindictive action. In Always 
there vrere 36 arrested, 36 convicted and 36 vrere dismissed. In Palghat there' 
^ere 232 arrested, 1^1 convicted, 1R2 '.dismissed; in Calicut 23£ were arrested, 
118 cases were pending and 219 were suspended; ard everywhere this was the case. 
About 10,000 people were suspended or dismissed in Calcutta.

I have got a list of these from all the States. . Both the State Governments 
and the Central Government 'said that they were not going to take vindictive action. 
But the action of the departmental heads show that even those who did icome to their 
work and who did not strike vrere punished. I want to put before iome pearli ar 
features of what happened. The police vrere permitted to withdraw the cases of 
216 persons in Trichurbut the DIT who was the Special Officer for the strike does 
not want them to withdraw the case and so these cases are not being withdrawn.

In Poona when the camp was rounded 137 RMS workers were taken by the Police 
and their radio set was also taken. In Calcutta on the 20th July, a permanent 
Telephone operator vias struck several times by a switchboard by a supervisor; an 
on ccmplainting the PTO served him with a suspension order. In Indore the 
permanent employees taken on duty on July 1^ I960 vrere dismissed on July 2^, 60. 
No charge sheet or no show cause notice was served on them. In NaLlore all the 
post offices were closed except the head office; and on July U, I960 they were c 
closed on orders issued by.the Superintendent and when there was no question of 
staff going on strike, still one postmaster was suspended. Employees who did not 
go on strike were also suspended. In Madurai and Kerala very few Cases were 
vithdrown. Out of llj.00 cases in Kerala 217 have been convicted and 230 cases have 
been withdrawn, About 100 girls wore arrested. In Kerala cases are still 
pending. .

I am not able to give all the points because I have no time. The effect of 
the Ordinance was such that it Was not merely a question of the government 
employees going on strike being punished, Hie departmental heads report to the 
police and the police take action against them and send report to the department 
ard they are taking action then. I vrant to know from -the . Home Minister 
whethe? there is any truth in the statement that there vail be no vindictive attitude 
adopted? Till all those workers against vhom action has been taken bp taken 
back? That is not known = »

As far as the strike was concerned there vrere lathi charges in many places. 
There are reports that in some places there were secret trials and sureties were' 
threatened and advocates vrere threatened, Inthe Ordinance it was said that any
body who gives money to a strike vill be punished, lippose a striker is . 
hungry and you give him money for his food you will be punished.

In Calcutta IMCA there was a search of the telephone operators.......... ..

SPEAKER: I would ask the Member one thing, I have allowed him to refer to a 
number of cases. How is the Minister or for the matter of that any minister to
answer these things unless the details are given to him so that he may know than 
and try to answer them or meet the charges? Have tliey been sent to him?
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SRI G.B. PANT (HOME MINISTER): They have not been sent. .SPEAKER; Nd rm ally, under our Rules, vdienever a reference is made to individual cases, the Minister’must be appraised of these cases; otherwise, yen are not entitled to raise them. . . .SRI GOP ALAN: Then, vri.ll you please allow me to place a record of all thesethings on the Table of the HdusQ so that he may examine then?SPEAKER: Nd,no.SRI GOPALAN: ’ 'I want to tell the Home Minister how these .things are happening.SPEAKER: Quite ri^t. But all that I say is that ■ Member knows the rule.Before he refers to individual cases he must prepare a list of the cases and send them to tie Minister so that he may also come prepared to answer 6r meet the c^Eg?s’ rnat ±s a11"SRI GOPALAN: I want to say this. This is a copy of tie speech delivered bySri O.K. Ghosh, Accountant-General, Maharashtra. He said: "You must now realise that I c^ take' any disciplinary action I want against those who went on strike. Your fate is in my hands and in vhatever I do, I vrill have the support of Delhi, 11 I want the Home Minister to see that I m not dealing with the cases. I only want to say that as far as the whole strike Was concerned, so far as the behaviour of Government during the strike is cone erred, ’this is the picture. This was not a political war against Government; it was not apolitical struggle; it was an economic struggle. The employees wanted to have bread aid butter. The Government employees wanted to improve their standard of living,Dhat did the AIR do? That vraS the role of the AIR? • The AIR have news supplied to.it but which was not correct. Nhat was its role? It gave false news to the people in this country, saying things which were not happening. In places •where the strike took place, it said that there was no strike. bhy should the Government stoop to this level? Is not Goverment responsible for this?As far as the PTI is concerned, Government gave some info mation ard it was published. The Press Trust of India, became the Press Mistrust of India. The whole people had been misled. There is only one national agency in the country and it should-not have done like that. The PTI and the AIR were giving the people false informations and did not keep the people informed of what was happening and the Government’s aims were thus fulfilled. Is this the. way to treat the employees? They must be treated with dignity and honour, They have, withdrawn the strike.Is this the way in which the departmental heads are to treat the workers? Theysay openly that they have got powers and they vdll dewhat they like. Is the Government going to leave everything in the hands of the departmental heads? TheHams- Minister himself has said that the Government wants people to work efficiently Certainly, if that is- go, these things must not be allowed to be done by the departmental heads.This is not the first time that there has been a strike. In 19b9, there wrs a P&T strike. There was no victimisation. The strike went on for three weeks. Hew is that the Government wants to be so vindictive this time that there is no sense of dignity or honour when people wrk'in their of.-^^es. I want to know whether it is the order of toe Government. Sri O.K. Ghosh, the Accountant Ganeral of Maharashtra says: ”1 am not going to show any leniency to- your Association, leaders. I vrill give all of then the ultimate penalty. They have been bravely organising the strike and now let them bravely take what I give - .then,,.. Of course even if somebody is a bad worker, I will give him all consideration if he Jias not joined the strife..." I wont to know if this is the policy of the Government. Vdll the Government review toe whole thing? I will request the Home Minister to review' these- cottons of the departmental heads. Thousands of people are involved. It is not a hundred or even two hundred. They are suspended and dismissed, Ihousrlids of pepple are going to toe court. If things ^re done at this rate, dis- ' . content will spread in the country, So, I request the Hone Minister to review these' ; cases before the l^th August... (Sone Members: Nd.) fe arc celebrating the Inders ndenoe Ihy. The employees vjent on a strike for a cause 'which they ■ thought dear to them: it was concerned wito t heir life. They went on strike and they have, wi th drawn it. Now. let the Government be magnanimous and let them see to at’all if them are in their offices before toe Aurmsto 1£ _If this^vindictive mttitode is continued, it is not_ good tor our country or national reconstruction vjork ana also not good for th people., —.c j-
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27 JUL 1960

TO all' the trade unions July 27, 1960

C 0 M R A D E S NOTICE

MOST URGENT AND IMPORTANT

* IN AID OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

* * IN DEFENCE OF TRADE UNION RIGHTS

TRADE UNION REPRESENTATIVES MEETING
ON FRIDAY THE 29th JULY,1960 AT 6 P.M 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE HOTEL WORKERS 
UNION, PAHWA MANSIONS, ASAF ALI ROAD 
NEW DELHI _______________ ______________

>{c * >}< $

You all know well about the repression let loose by the 
Government on its employees for resorting to strike for fulfilment 
of their demands. More than 16,000 arrests were made’'and thousands, 
are now facing trials in different courts, dismissals and 
suspensions etc.

Not only this . The Government is further contemplating 
to withdraw recognition and even the right to strike from its 
employees and curbing other legitimate trade union activities. ■

Prices are soaring high. The real wages have shrinked. 
Encouraged by such anti labour policies of the Government even 
the private employers have started victimizing the trade union 
leaders and active workers.

The rights and privileges earned by the workers through 
years of struggle and sacrifices are also being attacked and 
snatched away. In Delhi section 144 is in force for the last 
about 3 years and more, with the result that it has been made 
practically impossible for the trade unions to voice their 
grievances, win the public support and to popularise their 
demands as ban has been imposed on processions, demonstrations 
and meetings.

COMRADES I
WE WE our duty and responsibility to the 

central Government employees in the present critical phase ,they 
are passing through - by helping them in every possible manner, 
financially and even otherwise, by setting up defence committees 
holding meetings, carrying on a compaign and agitation in defence 
of the trade union rights and against the ban on civil libertiest

To discuss all these matters, take decisions 
and chalk out plans and programme, a meeting of the local trade 
union representatives will be held on Friday the 29th July,I960 
at 6 P.M in the office of the Hotel Workers Union, Pahwa Mansions: 
(near Punjab National Bank branch), Asaf Ali Road, New Delhi.

AS THE MEETING IS VERY IMPORTANT EACH TRADE UNION IS 
REQUESTED TO SEND AT LEAST 4/5 REPRESENTATIVES .

A .0 .Nanda
General Secretary Raji nd er Sayal

Delhi Provincial Trade Union Secretary
Congress Delhi Trade Unions Council

K ,L .Kapur
H.L.Parvana General Secretary

General Secretary Delhi Newspaper Employe
. elm State Bank Employees Federation^ Federation
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HOW THEY AFFECT" RAIMUYMEN ' 7 7'7 ■ 7 f7 
• - . , 7 . ■ J 7-77

Government’s acceptance of tl^e Ray Comfois sion’ s . , . 
recommendation's t will result in an immediate increase in; 

. emoluments- andS'U< substantial increase in retirement benefits
for. ALL railwaymen.-.who number about. 11*5 lakhs# - 

- . , ' -... ' .*/’■-■ ' • ■ ,
. There, are nearly 700,000 Class IV railwaymen and 450,000 

►Class III railwaymen (Class I and II officers -on- Indian Railways 
humbor less than 4>5OO). ,■ ' •. /. -7 -• ,.7 / -. ■ t..

y; ■ . ... . ■ ’ ,Z ; . \ ' •
The main features of the revised pay structure.; are: t 

- ' ; . . . / . ,: 77 ■ ■. s ■ < y ■ ‘
, (i) higher minimum, and maximum salaries, for, employees

. .. in each grade;'- . • -■
1 ' . ' ' ■ _ i

(ii) generally higher rates of•increment; ,

(iii) merger of . bulk of'dearness allowance, into pay#

' Increase in Emoluments: ’ a . • t.
• ' ; '• ' ’■ - .7- , • *

\ Nearly,500,000 railwaymen in/the Lowest'pay-, scale .-Rs> . 30-35,
■ who now start bn d'basic pay of Rs./ 30u, will in future ; start on a 
basic pay *of Rs. 70 J and in addition receive a separate dearness

/ allowance of Rs. 10 • 'Taking total emoluments, these'employees _  
at present join, on Rs. 75 and retire oh Rs. 80^ if they ape .not 
promoted in the meanwhile• In ’future, they will;.-start"on Rs. 80 
(where they end a t> pre sent) ....and, rise upto. Rs» 95,if^ tHey are not 
promoted in . the meanwhile. During this period, their/rate of 
annual. increment Would be one rupee, which is double. the> presort 
rate of increment. \.

This grade of employees includes 133,000 Gangmen, 1.8,000 
Gatemen, 4,000 Chowkidarsi 167,000 Khalasxes£ 18,000 Engine ' 
Clearnbrs, 15,000 Porters, 9,000 Hamais, 36,000 .Sweepers etc.

All other employees will b onefit in similar manner $ though in 
varying degrees. • ‘ . z r‘ •"

All the.Class IV and Class III scales will have higher 
starting and higher maximum salariosi For instance-, about 64TbOO-^-' 
-employees'in' the existing scale Rs«< 35-50 who include 37,000 
Pointsmen, 9,000 Keymen etc., will -start at Rs. 85 instead of Rv^ 
80 and end at Rs.' 105.instead of Rs. 95* .Again, employees in the 
existing scale Rs. 100-1 $5, who include 8,000 Station Masters, 
2,300 Guards, 3,000 Train Examiners, 8,000 Commercial Clerks, 
2,000 Ticket Chocking Staff, 500 Train Clarks etc., will all 
stabt at Rs. 170 instead of Rs« 155 &nd end at Rs. 260 instead of Rs. 
250. •

Ratos of Increments Eaised? 1

The higher rate of increment is a common feature of all 
the revised Class IV grades. Thus about 19,000 second Fireman 
in existing Scale R<^ 40-50 will ’ hoceive an’average annual incre
ment of Rs. 1.5;instead of Rs» 1»0i About '2,000 Drivers ,Bt will 
receive an average annual increment of Rs# 12 instead of Rs# 10. 
The highest grade Class III staff like Loco Foremen, Station- 
Masters and 3,000 Inspectors in the existing scale Rs. 360-.500’ will 
receive an average annual increment of. Rs. 25 instead of Rs. 20.

Posts Upgraded:

While the emoluments <of all .the employees will go up as a 
result of the above-mentioned 'decisions, which havdivgeneral



applicationsome of tho employees will benefit, eveh'mdre as 
their posts have been upgraded on considerations of their ■ 
qualifications, duties,.responsibilities etbi’ Among, the 
categories which would be so upgraded are.certain unskilled 
Class IV staff in Workshops। Forro-printers, TXr' Ray Attendants 
Laboratory Attendants etc* '

Among Class III staff, those being upgraded include 
5,500 Sub-heads and'Head Clerks in executive offices, 1,000 
Section Controllers, 700 assistant Yard Masters, certain 
Train Examiners numbering 3,000, 12,’000 Drivers Grade ’Cf, 
1,000 Shunters Grade rA!, 7,000 Shunters Grade TB«, Marine 
Drivers and Serang, 1,000 Matrons, Sisters,, Staff-Nurses 
(and Health Visitors), 1,000 Compounders/Disponsors, Sanitary/ 
Malaria Inspectors, Chemists, Laboratory Assistants-, Assistant 
Store Keepers, Junior accountants, Sub-heahs in the accounts. 
Department, Stock Verifiers, Assistant Pay Masters and certain 
teaching staff.

Fixation of Pay in Revised Scales?

The pay in the revised pcales would be fixed on the 
•point-to-point1 basis. In other words, it will be assumed 
that an employee had rendered all his service in the''new scales 
instead of in the old-scale, and he will be given benefit of 
the higher increments from the starting point* This will 
result in substantial gain to the employees concerned*' 

What Is the Immediate Increase in Emoluments?

The immediate increase in total emoluments which will 
include both pay and dearness allowance in the various grades 
would vary from Rs. 5.5 per month to Rs. 2 5 per month. ^n’ 
increase of Rs. 5.5 will accrue to staff in the-lowest Class IV 
gradenumboring about 500,000.' as already stated, this grade 
includes, among others, 133,000 Gangmen, 13.000 Gatemen, 
4<000 Chowkidars, 1^,000 Engine Cleaners, To7,OOO Khalasis, 
15*000 Porters, 36>$00 Sweepersj 9,000 Hamais and large numbers 
of Peons, Watermen, Lampmen etc.

In the case of the'highest grade Class III employees 
in tho existing scale Rs. 30O-5OO ’(Loco 'Foremen, Station 
Masters, Inspectors, etc), the immediate increase'in omoX^w?^^ 
will be Rsv 2 5.

I . ' A * 
The increase which will accrue to some 'of the* othpr 

important categories is shown bolowt

Rs, per, month.

37,000 Pointsmen, 9,000 Keymenj large
number of semi-skilled artisans in the 5.72
scale Rs. 35-50 •

13,000 second Firemen in scale Rs. 40-50 5.41

3,000 first Firemen in scale Rs. 50-30

61 ,900 semi-skilled artisans in scale Rs.
3 5-60

10.13

5.24

7,000 Shunters Grade TBT in scale Rs. 75-105 -13.27

25;000 Commercial Clerks, 4,000 Signallers,. . 3.13 
1300 Tracers etc. in scale Rs. 60-150.

15,000 Assistant Station Masters,. 9,000 Guards’ 3.13 
and large number of Assistant Yard Masters .in
scale Rs. 30-170. z . ‘ . p • ' \

1 ■ ■
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8,000 Station Masters, 2,000 Guards, 7,000 9.3$
Commercial Clerks, 2,000 Ticket Checking 
staff,‘1,000 Signallers in existing scale

Rs. 100-185.

12,000 Station Masters, 1,000 Guards, 1,000
Train Examiners, 1,000 Commercial Clerks and 8.64 
large numbers of Yard Masters, Signallers, 
Train Clerks, Ticket Checking staff and 
Inspectors in scale Rs.. 150-225.

X
The categories of posts which have been upgraded would 

receive a'much higher immediate increase, Thus 12,000 Drivers 
Grade !CT? who have been upgraded from Rs. 80wl85 to Rs, 1OO»185 
in existing terms, will get an immediate increase of Rs, 21,35 
per month.

The ultimate increase in the emoluments of each e mployee 
will So more" than the immediate increase shown abbvea ‘
ultimate increase in the case of^ the lowest grade Class TV 
employees numbering 5^00^00 will on an average be *about Rs< 11 
as against the immediate increase of Rs. 5.5".

Significance of Merger of Dearness allowance into Pay;

As the existing dearness allowance has been merged into 
pay, dearness allowance would continue as a separate element ' 

, only for employees'whose pay is below Rs. 300 in revised terms. 
This would be paid at the following rates;

Pay below Rs. 150 (in revised terms). Rs. 10 p^m^

Pay of Rs. 150 or above but below Rs. '300 Rs.: 20 ptm^
(in revised terms).

To illustrate: skilled workers who a re now in the grade 
Rs. 60-130' in Loco sheds, workshops, and elsewhere, at present 
receive Rs. 55 to Rs. 60 of their emolumentsin the form of 
dearness allowance; in future, only Rs. 10 to Rs. 20 of their 
emoluments would be paid in the form of dearness allowance|' " 
the whole’of the balance being paid to them in the form of 
basic pay. t

Again, the'higher grade employees such as.Drivers *A*, 
Station Masters, Yard Masters, assistant Loco Foremen etc<, 
who are at present in the scale of Rs. 260-3 50 receive Rs* 70 
of their emoluments in the form of dearness allowance; 
but t hoy will draw’in future the whole of their emoluments 
in the form of pay.

What is the Significance of the merger of dearness allowance 
with pay? One of the major benefits would be to increase t he 
retirement benefits substantially. (The rules regarding 
retirement benefits of pensionable staff are also being 
liberalised in many respects as e.g. , all temporary service 
will count in full, officiating pay w ill count to the extent of. 
half in each case etc.).

The revision of pay and allowances would increase the 
retiramrnt benefits of pensionable and non-pensionable staff 
of the lowest Class IV grade numbering 500,000 by about 50 
per cent and by varying percentages in the case of others, 
the increase in the c ase of the highest Class III employee 
being over 10 per cent.

Pro vid ent Fund: The increase in emoluments on the one han^, 
and the merger‘of the bulk of dearness allowance into pay on 
the other hand, will naturally increase deductions on accourt 
of provident fund and house rent. The increased' deduction

I
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, account/Provident fund would .really represent additional savings for 
the employees himself and would, in the case of the non- 
pensionable employee attract a larger matching government' 

a to contribution which would/increase his retirement benefits*

As reg rds house rent, the rules have been amended to ensure 
that the rent of those whose • pay is below Rs. 100 at present 
does not go up due to merger of dearness allowance# About

. 75O>OOO may benefit from change of rules#

* .The increase in orovident fund deductions and, in the case 
of some, in house rent would generally be much less than even 
the immediate inert se in emoluments with the result that the

• Take Home Pay will increase almost in every case.

Higher, City Compensatory allowance and House Rent.

The ratea of city compensatory allowance and house rent 
. allowance are‘also, being revised.and the revised rates would 

be higher for the staff--in the lower pay ranges. For instance, 
a class IV employee drawing basic pay of Rs.30 at present will 
a city compensatory allowance of Rs*5 instead of Rs.3 at present 
in a ’B* class city, and an employee drawing Rs.60 at present 
will get a house rent allowance of Rs.15 instead of Rs.10 at 
present in a ’B’. class city* (’B’ class cities are those with 

/over a population of/500.000).
‘ , about

These increases will involve an expenditure o^Rs.100 lakhs* 
♦

Hours of Work, Holidays and Casual Leave;

No change is being made in holidays, hours of work or 
casual leave of running staff. On the contrary, some Pay 
Commission recommendations may benefit them. Much has been 
made of three Saturdays being declared full working days but 
this decision does not affect 90 per cent of the railwaymen.

The changes made in the hours of work, holidays, and 
casual leave, affect only office and similar staff, who form 
less than 10 per cent of the total staff on the railways. » •

• The hours of work at present prescribed for workshop staff- . 
and line staff would continue as at present; it is also being 
examined whether the basis on which certain categories such as 
Gatemeri, have been classified (as ’intensive’, ’continuous’, 
’essentially intermittent’) has changed on account of increased 
traffic etc. necessitating reclassification. The line staff who, 
because of the nature of their duties, cannot be allowed public 
holidays at all or can be allowed few such holidays, will continue 
to be ;ligible for 15 days’ casual leave as at ^present.



BENEFITS TO CENTRAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES
% *

The Government of India issued on November 50, 
1959, a ’resolution embodying their decisions on some of the 
major recommendations of the Pay Commission.

Government accepted the recommendation of the 
Commission that a minimum remunerat ion^ of a Central, Government 
employee should be raised from Rs.75/- to Rs.80/- per month. 
The minimum remuneration of Rs.80/- should be split into a 
basic pay of Rs.70/- and a separate dearness allowance of_ks.10/-. 
This rate of Rs.10/- would apply to salaries below Rs. 150/- 
and thereafter there would be a dearness allowance of Rs.2O/- 
per month for salaries up to Rs.300/- per month with marginal 
adjustments for salaries up to a total of Rs.320/-.

About 7 lakhs of Government employees, constituting 
about 40^ of the total strength of Central Government employees, 
stand to benefit from Government’s decision to ac-cept these 
recommendations of the-Pay Commission.

This class of employees includes, cleaners, 
packers, letter-box peons, telegraph messengers, sweepers, 
peons, chowkidars, malis etc.

REAL BENEFIT

The real benefit which thiiS class o^ employees 
will get will be substantially greater.than what.the increase 
of the minimum remuneration from Rs.75/- to Rs.80/- may suggest. 
The 0.50 np. increment per year, which obtained in the lowest 
grade, has been increased to a minimum rate of Re.1/- per year. 
The scale has also been lengthened so that an employee can 
now expect oo.reach a higher maximum. In place of the existing 
scale of Rs. 50-4-35 (basic pay), an.employee will now be 
switched on to the scale of Rs.70-1-85 (basic pay). Central 
Government employees will thus have a higher start, a double 
rate of increment and a longer scale.

Moreover, their salaries in the new scale 
will be fixed on -a point to point basis subject to certain 
conditions. As an illustration, let us take the example of 
an employee, who is in the old scale (Rs. 50-4-35) and has put
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in 10 years of service. In.the old scale, he would have 
reached the maximum of Rs.55/- on completion of 10 years of 
service. But when he is brought out to the new scale accepted 
by Government, he would get a basic pay of Rs.80/- i.e,, 
basic .minimum of Rs.70/- plus 10 increments at the rate of 
Re.1/- per year. He doesn’t stop there; he can go up to 
the maximum of the scale, viz,, Rs.85/- because of the longer 
scale accepted by Government.

This increase in basic pay will benefit him 
further in other ways also. For instance, his pension and 
retirement gratuity will be calculated on the higher basic 
pay that he will draw.

NEW MINIMUM

This new minimum for Government employees 
compares favourably with the rates of remuneration in similar 
employments outside Government. In fact, the Government 
minimum of Rs.70/- is attractive when compared to the minimum 
wages fixed under the Minimum Wages Act, which with a few 
exceptions of little significance, vary between Rs.50 to Rs^52^5O

In the case of organised industry, it has 
been computed that the average minimum wage of an unskilled 
worker is likely to be not more than Rs.,70, There are,
of course, industries where a higher rate of remuneration 
obtains. For instance, in the textile mills in Bombay, the 
total monthly remuneration of an unskilled worker is about 
Rs. 110. But, it should be remembered that Central Government 
employees in the ’A* Class cities are entitled to a city 
compensatory allowance of Rs.7.50 to compensate for the higher 
cost of living and a house rent allowance of Rs.10«

ALLOWANCES ; CONCESSIONS

Government have also accepted, with some 
improvements, the Commission’s recommendations in respect' of 
house rent and compensatory allowances and leave travel 
concessions as indicated below:- 

1 • -
House*.... 5.



House Rent Al1 o w anc e:

There are two kinds of concessions provided 
by Government to its employees: (1) provision of rent 
free quarters or grant of a house rent allowance in lieu 
of it and (ii) grant of a house rent allowance in certain 
classes of cities to compensate the employee for the high 
rents obtaining in those cities.

The latter is in fact a supplement to the 
dearness allowance. Government have accepted the recommen
dation of‘the Pay Commission that in ’A’ Class cities 
(Bombay and Calcutta), employees drawing less than Rs.75/- 
as pay should get a house rent allowance of Rs, 10/- per month 
and those drawing between R^75/-t and Rs,100/- an allowance 
of Rs.15/-, •;

Government, however, have modified the Pay 
Commission's recommendation in respect of employees in the 
pay ranges R^100 - R^200 and Rs,200 and above to the advantage 
of these employees* While under the Pay Commission’s 
recommendations, employees drawing between Rs,100/- and 
Rs.200/- would have got only a flat rate of R^20 as house 
rent allowance, they will now receive 15% of their pay as 
house rent allowance subject to a minimum of Rs.20/-. In 
other words, an employee drawing Rs,200/- per month will get 
an allowance of Rs,30 as against Rs,20 recommended by the 
Commission, 

♦
Government have also fixed the rate of 

house rent allowance for employees in the pay range 
Rs.200 - Rs.499 at 15% of pay as -against 10% suggested by 
the Commission, 

(
Where quarters are provided by Government, 

it has been decided that the maximum rent recoverable 
should be reduced from 10% of pay, as at present, to 7a% in 
respect of employees drawing less than Rs»150/-. This is 
intended to neutralise the effect of absorption of dearness 
allowance in the paye

City. 4.
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City Compensator?/ Allowance:

The Pay Commission had estimated that about 

6.37 employees (excluding those in the Northern Kailway in 

respect of whom no information is available) i.e», 36% of 

the total staff of the Central Government get the benefit 

of this allowance*

Government have accepted the recommendation 

.of the Pay Commission that in 'Ar Class cities, employees 

drawing less than R^150/- should get compensatory allowance 

at the rate of 10% of pay subject to a minimum of Rs.7.50 and 

a maximum of Rs,12e5O. The minimum compensatory allowance so 

far paid was Rs,5/- for the lowest grade employee.

As regards the recommendation of the Commission* 

in respect of employees drawing ’between ’Rs. 150 and Rs.300, 

Government have modified it in favour of the employees. While 

accepting the Commission’s suggestion that these employees 

should get compensatory allowance at the rate of 8% of their 

pay, Government have done away with the ceiling of Rs, 17.50 

prescribed by the Commission. Thus an employee whose pay 

entitles him to get a higher compensatory allowance than ,

Rs. 17.50 will receive the higher amount provided it does not 

exceed 8% of his pay. For' instance, an employee drawing, w 

Rs. 300 will got a compensatory allowance of Rs.24 as compared r, 
• ) 

with Rs. 17.50 which is the maximum recommended by the Commission. 
•if-i 

Likewise, the Government have increased I

the rate of compensatory allowance payable to employees 

drawing over Rs.300 to 8% of pay instead of 6% recommended by 

the Commission, subject to a maximum of Rs.75/-.

Leave..........5.



- . - ’ - 5 - ’•LEAVE TRAVEL CONCESSION:The object of leave travel concession is to assist employees to go to their home towns to discharge their social and domestic obligations. Although the concession is available 
I ‘only for journeys beyond certain prescribed miles, the extent of concession allowed in the case of longer journeys is as much as 90/? of the train fare, not only for the Government servant but also for members of his family#Government have accepted the recommendation of the Commission that this concession should not be restricted only to journeys by rail, as, there are employees who come from places far away from the railheads itet, those who come from Himachal Pradesh, Garwal or Kumaun. Government have accordingly decided that employees whose home towns are not connected by railway should be allowed the travel concession for journeys performed between their homos and the nearest railway station* RETIRH1ENT BENEFITS:. As pointed out earlier, Central Government employees will derive considerable benefits, in the shape of gratuity and retirement pension provision, consequent on the re apportionment of, the total remuneration between pay and dearness allowance. •Government have liberalised the rules relating to retirement benefits so as to permit the period of temporary service of an employee, which is followed by permanent service, to be counted in full instead of half as at present. Rules relating to death-cum-re tire me nt gratuity have also been liberalised. If a Government servant dies after completion of 20 years of service,,, his family is allowed a pension equal to half of the superannuation, pension admissible to the officer at the time of death but subject to a maximum

of Rs.150/-........
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of u3.15O/- per month and a minimum of Rs.3O/-. Family 

pension is also allowed for a specified period to the 

family of a pensioner, who dies within 5 years of his 

retirement* In special cases, family pensions are also 

granted to families of deceased Government servants who 

have rendered qualifying service between 10 to 20 years.

Government have also increased the amount of minimum 
। 

gratuity admissible to the family of a permanent employee 

who dies before completing 5 years, of service but after 

completing one year of service to six months’ Salary* 

Financial Effect

The financial effect of’the Pay Commission’s re» • w

commendations is roughly estimated as follows

A. Interim relief given on the Pay 
Commission’s recommendations in 
1957* Rs.12 crores

B. Immedi ate effect of recommendations About Rs.20 
regarding Pay, Allowances and crores (previous*
Pension already accepted (excluding ly this figure 
Defence personnel) . was assessed at

about Rs.1# crores)

C. Improvement in -Family pension .Scheme About 
Contributory Health Service Scheme Rs.4 *70
and Educational and Canteen faci* crores,
lities (if accepted by Government.
Decision has not been taken yet) .

About
D. Immediate effect of extension of Rs. 7

benefit to Defence. .Service Personnel. crores.

E. Ultimate effect of pay, allowances 
and pensionary increases.

F. Total immediate effect (including 
C and D) also including-into rim 
re lie f. -

Rs.31 crores 
as against 
Rs.20 crores 
immediate effect 
in B. above.

Total about 
Rs.44 crores .

Tot al.••••



Total ultimate effe-ct. ineluding'i

will be as follows: *

Pay and allowances 
Retirement benefits

Improved family
pension scheme

Extension-of Contributory 
Health Service Scheme

Educational and Canteen 
facilities

Rs.
(in crores) 

25.00
6.00

12.00

1.00

3*00

Extension 
Defence

of benefit to 
personnel

0,70

7.00

Total ^s»55<00 crores

Demands of Employee

On behalf of the Central Govemment employees, .the

Joint Council of Action has now demanded, ajnont other things;

(a) the dearness allowance of Central Government 
- employees should be linked with the cost of 

living index and

(b) the minimum wage should be based on the 
recommendations of-the 15th Indian Labour 
Conference. • * ■'

These are the principal demands on which the present

agitation has been built up. The Central Goveirimeut^emp^ 

have given notice of an indefinite strike from July 11, if 

these demands are not met •x

As regards the first demand, the Pay Commission 

itself had advised against the., linking of’ dearness... allowance 

with the cost of living index. The Commission had pointed 

out that in a developing economy, compensation to fixed 

income earners for the decline in the real value of their 

incomes consequent on a rise in the price level should not 

be given irrespective of the situation in which prices 

rise or of broader national requirements. It was not the 

rise in‘prices but the cause' of the rise, which should be 

a material factor in deciding whether there should be 

compensation, and if so, to what extent. Such a freedom

> • • •of decision



Such a freedom of decision, the Commission emphasised, will 

not bo possible if a precise link is established between 

prices and dearness allow an cet The Commission observed.: 

nThe economic consequences of compensation, if given, may 

also vary according to the state of economy at a particular 

point of -time • If the inflationary pressure is already severe 

further addition to income may aggravate the situation. 

Moreover, the claim of employees for compensation is only 

ono of the’claims on. the financial resources of the Govern

ment and wc do not wish to make a recommendation which would 

by implication, accord priority to that claim over all other 

competing claims, including those of investment essential 
* 

for the countryfs advancement and of expansion of social 

benefits which the employees of Government would share 

with the rest of the community.”

The Commission, however, had suggested that if . 

during a period of 12 months, the index remains on an 

average 10 points above 11$, the Government should review 

the position and consider whether an increase in the 

allowances should be-allowed and, if so, at what rate. 

Minimum

As regards' the second demand, it should bo remembered 

that while the Indian Labour Conference agreed that the 

minimum food requirements should bo calculated aS recommended 

by Dr. Aykroyd for an average Indian adult of moderate 

activity, it did not say which one of the three .approved 

diets of Dr. Aykroyd, viz., 1. the optimum diet, 2. the 

adequate or balanced diet and 3. the improved diet, should 

be adopted for the purpose of calculating the minimum wage.. 

The Commission obtained expert: .tic di cal*^ scientific 

opinion on the subject and came to the conclusion that
i

as against..,.



x Benefits accruing to Government
employees from the Pay Commission’s 
recommendations and Government’s 
acceptance of them. "v •

The Government of India have accepted practically all the 

recommendations of the Pay Commission with a financial bearing* In 

almost every important term and condition of service., the Pay 

Commission have recommended additional benefits to the employees, 

the Cumulative significance of which may not be easily apparent. 

Government announced their acceptance of the major recommendations 

of the Commission on the 30th November, 1959, and decisions 

accepting some others have also been taken. The following 

advantages will accrue to the employees from the Pay Commission’s 

recommendations as accepted by Government.

2. (a) Pay scales and increases---- ----------- , . -
The main features of the revised pay structure are

(i) higher minimum and maximum salaries for ; 
employees in the various grades;

(ii) generally higher rites of increment; and

(iii) merger of the bulk of dearness allowance into pay.

Inc r cas o in omo 1 >ime nts.

Nearly 7,00,000 Central Government employees are at 

present on the lowest pay scale cf Rs.30-35 with annual increment 

of half a rupee, When the Pay Commission was appointed, 'they 

were drawing in addition to the pay in this scale, a dearnessr 

allowance of Rs.40 bringing the minimum wago to Rs,70. An interim 

increase of as. 5 was given with effect from 1st July, 1957 on the 

recommendation of the Pay Commission and with the further increase 

of Rs. 5 now accepted, the minimum-wage will bo Rs. #0. Since the Pay 

Commission has recommended and Government has accepted that 

the bulk of the dearness allowance should be merged in pay, this 

minimum wago of Rs.30/- will not consist of a basic pay of Rs.30 

and a dearness allowance of Rs.50 but it vail be made up of Rs.70 

as basic pay and Rs, 10 as dearness allowance'. In other words, 
the basic pay element has been considerably increased with important
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consequential benefits described.below. The employees at preset 

join on Its.75 and retire on Rs. 80, if they are not promoted-■ in’ the 

meanwhile. In future, they will start on Rs.80 where they end at 

present) and rise upto Rs.95 (this represents an increase of Rs.15), 

if they .are not promoted in the meanwhile. Besides the increases 

in the. minimum and maximum, their rate of mnuil increment would be 

one rupee, which is double the present increment rate. This grade 

of employees includes about 58000 Peons/Call Boys, 44000 Sweepers, 

1 2000. Chowkidars and Watchmen, 11000 Bearers and Waiters, 1 ,33,000 

Gangmen, 15000 Porters and 1,67,000 Khalasis.

All other employees will benefit in a similar manner, though 

in varying degrees. For example, employees in the existing scale of 

Rs.35-50 with a dearness allowance of Rs, 45; will start at Rs,85 instead 

of Rs.80 and end at Rs. 105 instead of Rs.95. Many others will also gain 

substantially, e.g., 6200 Inspectors of Central Excise will in future 

start at Rs.230 instead of Rs.180 at present mid end at Rs.380 instead 

of Rs.290. In. general, the lower paid employees get a minimum increase 

of Rs. 5 in pay immedi-tely, but in many cases they may get an increase 

of Rs.7.50. Employees in Class III categories will get correspondingly 

larger increases. Higher r.tos of increments arc a common feature of 

the revised ^lass IV grades.

(b) Merger of de-rncss allowance in yay.

The bulk of dearness allowance has been merged in pay. The 

absorption of do mess allowance into pay gives two very important 

benefits. It will result in significantly higher pensionary benefits, 

since in calculating pensions, pay and only a portion of the dearness 

allowance was hitherto being taken into account. It also means that 

during certain types of leave a higher rate of leave salary will be 

drawn, since leave salary is based on pay.

The merger of dearness allowance in pay will naturally increase 
deductions on account of provident fund and house rent. The increased 
deduction on account of provident fund would really represent additions 
savings for the employee himself encl would', in the case of a non- ' 
pensionable employee, entitle him to a correspondingly larger Govern
ment contribution to his provident fund account thus enhancing his 
retirement benefits.

As regards....



As regards house rent, the rules are being amended to ensure 

that the rent of those whoso revised pay is.below Rs. 150/-p.m. does net 
go up due to merger of dearness allowance. As the majority of Govt, 

servants are low paid staff a very substantial number of them occupying 
Government residences would benefit by the change in rules. Those who 
are not in occupation of Government residences will be entitled to 
get house rent allowance at higher rates.

(c) House Rent and .City Compensatory Allowances:

The revised rates are generally better for employees in the

lower pay categories, 

!B! class cities.

as the following table। will show in respect of

Pay in House rent Allowance City Compensatory
existing scale (per mont h) Allowance (per month)

Existing Revised Existing Revised

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

30 7 7.5 3 5.0
60 10 15.0 5 5.5

150 15 15.0 10 • 10.0 ................../

Conditions in which house rent allowance may be granted have also-been'r- 

liberalised. At present house rent allowance is granted when both-the-- 

pl_xce of duty and the place of residence are within the limits of a 

qualifying city. In future the allowance will be admissible even if 

only the place of duty qualifies. Certain other" conditions of'eligi

bility have also been relaxed. The revised rates are' more beneficial 

to low-paid employees.

(d) Retirement benefits; ,

These huve been liberalised very substantially. First of all 

the absorption of dearness allowance in pay will by itself confer 

increased pensionary /entitlement. In the lowest pay scale this will 

mean very substantial increases in pension, almost to the extent of 

50%. For instance, an employee who is now in the scale of Rs.30-35 

could under the old rules get a maximum pension (including pension 

equivalent of gratuity) of Rs.27.50 approximately. Under the revised 

rules he will get a pension and pension equivalent of gratuity * 

amounting to Rs.42.50 approximately# All other categories of employees 

drawing pay less than Rs. 1100/- gain in pension. Secondly, improvements 

have been made in the rules so as to permit temporary service



followed by permanent service to count in full instead of ha. 

at present. Considering that a large .'number of our employees 

were temporary for varying periods before being made'permanent, 

this will enable them to obtain full credit for their temporary 

service with considerable enhancement in their pension. Rules 

regarding Death-cum-Ret ir ment gratuity have also been liberalise.':. 

The full gratuity can now be earned after 30 years of service 

as against 34 years previously.

(e) Conversion of temporary posts into permanent ones.

The Pay Commission have recommended that as many temporary 

posts as possible should be converted into permanent ones, 

having regard to the need of Government for permanent employees. 

This recommendation has been accepted and orders implementing it 

issued. It should remove an important grievance of the employees. 

This recommendation has been accepted and orders implementing it 

issued. It should remove an important grievance of the employees 

that for a long time they have continued to remain temporary.

3. While accepting the recommendations of the Commission, 

in some cases, for example, house rent and compensatory 

allowances, benefits beyond those recommended by the Commission 

have been announced by the Government partly to remove 

possibilities of anomalies arising and partly to reduce the 

element of deliberalisation involved in the recommendations. 

Thus, City Compensatory allowance for Class ’A’ cities has 

been accepted by Government at 3% of pay for persons drawing 

pay of Rs. 150/- and above instead of a slidirg scale of 3% 

^nd 6% recommended by the Commission.

4« Government have also taken the following other decisions 

fabourable to the employees in acceptance of the Pay Commission's 

rec ommend at i on s: -

(a) The amount of-minimum gratuity admissible to the 

family of a permanent employee who dies before completing five 

years’ service but after completing..one., year of service, 
has been raised to six months salary from the existing maximum 
of two months salary. Purely temporary and quasi-permanent 

employees T



/ 
employees will be allowed terraina1/death gratuity at 
certain specified rates. Previously they were not 
entitled to any such gratuity.

(b) Leave Travel Concessions will be extended to 
such industrial and work-charged staff as are entitled 
to regular leave. Employees whose home town is not 
connected by rail will be allowed the concession also for 
journeys between their home and nearest railway station — 
a concession which was not permissible previously.

(c) The maximum house rent recoverable from employees 
at present is 10$ of pay. For employees drawing 
a salary less than Rs. 150/- a month, the maximum house rent 
chargeable in future will be 7^$ of pay. This is intended 
to neutralise the effect of absorption of dearness allowance 
in pay'in the case of these comparatively low paid categories.

(d) Under certain conditions retiring Government 
servants will be allowed travelling allowance for the 
journey back to their home town.
5. Fixation of pay jn the revised scales

The pay of the existing employees will be ro-fixed 
in the new scales with effect from 1.11,^9 on a ’point-to- 
point1 basis i.e. the pay in the revised scale will be 
fixed at the stage corresponding to the one reached in the 
present scale. For example, if the present pay of an employee 
represents an addition of ten increments to the minimum of 
the present scale, his pay in the revised scale would be 
fixed by adding ten increments to the minimum of the 
revised scale. Suitable provision is being made for 
fixation of pay where two or more existing scales are 
replaced by a single revised scale. The increase in 
emoluments as a result of the fixation is, however, subject 
to certain celling limits as recommended by the Pay 
Commission, except where the revised pay is fixed at the 

minimum of.....
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minimum of the revised scale. As regards the period between 
1.7.59 and 31.10.59, employees will, as already announced, 
get a suitable amount which will be credited to their 
provident' fund accounts.

As a measure of rationalisation the Pay Commission have 
recommended a fewer number of revised scales to replace the 
existing scales. As a result, a few of the employees might 
find the existing scales better than the revised scales. 
Such employees will have the option to retain the existing 
scales together with dearness allowance at the existing rates. 
This will ensure that no employee suffers any loss of pay as 
a result of pay fixation on the revised scales#

In the case of persons who come over to the revised 
scales, the next increment after 1st November 1959 would 
generally be allowed on the dates on which they would have 
drawn them, had they continued on the existing scales after 
that date. In other words, their dates of increments in the 
existing scales would remain unaltered in spite of the 
increase in emoluments with effect from 1st November 1959# 
Pin certain special esses, to remove anomalies* even the next 
Increment would bo granted from a date earlier than the date 
on which it would have ordinarily fallen due.

The rules introducing the revised scales would also 
provide that those who have stagnated at the maximum of the 
existing scale over a year would on refixation of pay get the 
benefit of cither eno or two additional increments in the 
revised scale, according to the length of service at the maximum 
of the existing scale, subject to certain conditions being 

fulfilled.
C< One recommendation of the Commission of some significance 
which has not been accepted by Government relates to

raising the age...•



/ / ‘
ng the age of superannuation to 58. The existing 

zusition is that all Class IV employees and workshop and work* 
charged staff can continue in service up to the age of 60. 
The number of such employees is approximately 6>7 lakhs. 
It is only in respect of Class I, II and III staff that the 
existing age of retirement has not been raised. The main 
consideration which has weighed with the Government in not 
accepting this recommendation was the loss of employment 
opportunities that would occur in the next three years if 
the age of retirement was raised to 58. It will be appreciated 
that acceptance of this recommendation would be adverse 
to the interests of a section of the present employees 
inasmuch as their present expectations and prospects of 
promotion will be Effected. A variation was also made by 
Government in respect of the recommendation of the Commission 
relating to the alternate Saturdays being declared as 
holidays. Another modification which was made by 
Government was in the-date of effect of the recommendations. 
The.Commission had recommended the 1st of July 1959 as 
the date from which the recommendations should be 
brought into force. For administrative reasons it was 
found difficult to adhere to this date and the date 
of effect has been changed to 1.11.1959. In order, however, 
that the benefits to the employees’ should not be substantially 
reduced, it has been provided that for the period 1.7.1959 
to 31.10.1959 a suitable sum will bo paid into their Provident 
Fund Account.
7. Certain recommendations of the Commission have not 
yet been finally accepted by Government, but these are 
covered by Governments1 general decision that they propose

to accept all.....



to accept all recommendations of the Commission with an 

inportant financial bearing. In the field of □edical- V 

facilities and educational assistance the Pay Conn is si on.'
-x \ • < . *. . ' . , ■ --------

/ ‘ . ' ■ * k z * ' • “ * , ' *f '

have ciade the following important recommendations:^

(a) Industrial staffs ,and their families should / .

have the same facilities for medical care and treatment ( 

as non-industrial staffs. ■*

(b) Medical facilities for all Central Government j 
• • . .. ' ■ ' ji • ■ . ..

employees should be placed on a contributory basis and 

the pattern of medical care and treatment should,', wherever' 

there is a concentration of employees, be broadly similar 

to that available under the Contributory Health Service 

Scheme in Delhi. . , . . ■

(c) In the interest of Central Government employees 

as well as of other floating population in the -country, 

the growth of schools with common syllabus and media of 

instruction and moderate fees, should be encouraged.

(d) The Railway scheme of sotting up hostels, ' zy 

with concessional lodging and boarding charges at, a 

graduated rate, should be extended for the benefit of 

other employees drawing pay not exceeding ft. 300/-"per 

mensem. ' .

(c) A scheme of educational assistance, similar

to the one in operation in the Railways, may be introduced 

for other Central Government employees whose salary does 

not exceed Fs< 300/- per mensem, to enable thorn to send 

their children to boarding schools of their choice when 

suitable schooling facilities do not exist at the. , 

station where they are posted.

8. As already announced by Government in Parliament the 

total effect of the- acceptance of the above recommendations 

of the Pay Commission is estimated to be approximately Rs. 44 

a year immediately rising to Rs. 55 crores <i few years, later.



Persistent demands were made by associations of

Central Government employees in 1957 for an addition^to 
their dearness allowance and certain improvements in their 
conditions of service and for the appointment of a Pay 
Commission to review the whole position and settle the matter. 
The Government of India in response to this demand appointed a 
high powered Pay Commission headed by Shri Jagannadha Das, 
a Judge of the Supreme Court,

The Commission was set up in August 1957/ with the 
following terms of reference

(i) to examine the principles which should govern 
the structure of emoluments and conditions of 
service of the Central Government employees;

(ii) consider and recommend what changes in the 
structure of emoluments and conditions of 

' service of different classes of Central Government
employees are desirable and feasible....

(iii) recommend, in particular, the extent to which 
the benefits to Central Government employees, 
can be given in the shape of amenities and 
facilities; and

(iv) in making their recommendations, the Commission 
will take into account the historical background, 
the economic conditions in the country and the 
implications and requirements of developmental 
planning, and also the disparities in the standard 
of remuneration and conditions of service of the 
Central Government employees on the one hand and 
of the employees of the State Governments, Local 
Bodies and aided institutions on the other, and 
all other relevant factors.”

2. The Pay Commission felt that the determination of the
principles which should govern the structure of pay and 
other emoluments of Government employees was a difficult 
question involving many complex issues which would take them 
a considerable time to settle. Meanwhile, in late 1957/ 
there was a significant rise in the cost of living which 
appeared likely to persist. Demands for interim relief

• Z k

were also made on behalf of the employees. Taking into 
account all the relevant circumstances including the movement 
of the cost of living index numbers, the Commission, therefore, 

submitted an#*-.



submitted an interim report on the 14th of December 1957 
recommending that an increase of Rs.5/- a month should be 
allowed in the dearness allowance of all Central Government 
employees drawing basic pay not exceeding Rs. 250/- .
a month with effect from the 1st July 1957® This recommendation 
of the Commission was immediately accepted by the 
Government on the 17th December, 1957 and implemented.
Government also extended the benefit to employees drawing 
pay up to Rs.300/- a month., The examination of the basic 
issues involved took longer time than expected and meanwhile 
many demands were made by employees that the submission of 
the Pay Commission’s report should be expedited. The report 
of the Commission was submitted to Government eventually 
on the 24th of August, 1 959 c 
3. In part II of their report, the Commission have 
discussed the general principles and considerations which 
should govern the structure and emoluments and conditions 
of service of Central Government employees. In the subsequent 
Chapters, the Commission have made detailed recommendations 
based on the principles they enunciated earlier. These 
recommendations can broadly be divided into two categories:- 

(i) recommendations relating to pay and other 
conditions of service with an immediate 

• financial bearing;
(ii) other recommendations of administrative 

and procedural nature.
The Government of India have accepted practically all the 
recommendations with a financial bearing. In almost 
every important term and condition of service, the Pay 
Commission have recommended additional benefits to the 
employees, the cumulative significance of which may not 
be easily apparent. Government announced their acceptance 
of the major recommendations of the Commission on the 30th 
November, 1959, and decisions accepting some others have 
apso been taken. Confining oneself only to the announced 
decisions, it would be seen that the following advantages 

accrup...3
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accrue to the employees:-

(a)» Pay scales and increases:

When. the Pay Commission was appointed, the minimum wage of 

a Central Government employee was Rs. 70/-. An interim increase 

of Rs. 5/- was given with effect from 1-7-1957 on the recommenda

tion of the Commission and with the further increase of Rs. 5/- 

now accepted, the minimum wage will be Rs. 80/- a month.

Besides this increase by Rs. 10/- in the minimum wage, 

the rates of annual increment of pay have been increased in the 

case of Class IV staff. The Re. increase a year which was 

prevalent in the lowest existing scale has been increased to a 

minimum rate of Re. 1/- a year. Improvements have also been made 

in other, rates., and in a number of cases the scale has been 

lengthened, so that the employee can now expect to reach a higher 

maximum in the same scale. For example, in place of the existing 

scale of Rs. 35-50 to which was added Rs. £5/* as dearness pay and 

allowances, a revised scale of Rs. 85-105, inclusive of dearness 

allowance has been recommended and accepted. This revision 

involves an increase of Rs. 5/- in the minimum and Rs.10/- in the 

maximum. Thus, not only will the employees5wages be fixed immediately 

at a higher level on initial refixation of pay but also They will 

be able to advance to a higher maximum more rapidly.

In general, the lower paid employees get a minimum increase of 

Rs. 5/- in pay immediately, but in many cases they may get an 

increase of Rs. 7,50. Employees in higher class III categories will 

get correspondingly larger increases.

(b) Dearness Allowance:

The bulk of dearness allowance has been merged in pay. 

This absorption of dearness allowance into pay gives two very 

important benefits. It will result in significantly higher 

pensionary benefits, since in calculating pensions, pay alone

is taken
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is taken into account, but not dearness allowance, It also 

means that during certain types of leave a higher rate of salary 

will be drawn, since leave salary is based on pay.

(c) House Rent and City Compensatory Allowances:

The revised rates are generally better for employees in the 

lower pay categories, as the following table will show in respect 

of class cities.

Pay in 
existing 
scale.

House rent Allowance 
(per month)

City Compensatory 
Allowance (per monthi)

Existing Revised Exi sting Revised

Rs, Rs. Rs. Rs, Rs.
30 7 7.5 3 5.0
60 10 15.0 5 5.5

150 15 15.0 10 ____ 12x2_____
Conditions in which house rent allowance may be granted have 

also been liberalised. At present house rent allowance is granted 

when both the place of duty and the place of residence are 

within the limits of a qualifying city. In future the 

allowance will be admissible even if only the place of duty 

qualifies. Certain other conditions of eligibility have also been 

relaxed, 

(d) Retirement benefits: 

These have been liberalised very substantially. First of 

all the absorption of dearness allowance in pay will by itself 

confer increased pensionary entitlement. In tie lowest pay 

scale this will mean very substantial increases in pensiont 

almost to the extent of 50^, Secondly, improvements have been 

made in the rules ao as to permit temporary service followed 

by permanent service to count in full instead of half as 

at present. Considering that a large number of our 

employees were temporary for varying periods before being made 

permanent, this will enable them to obtain full credit for 

their temporary service with considerable enhancement in thoir

pension.
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pension* Rules regarding Death-cum-Retiremont gratuity have 

also been liberalised.

(o) Conversion of temporary posts into permanent ones

The Pay Commission have recomnondod that as many *

temporary posts as possible should be converted into permanent 

ones, having regard to the need of Government for permanent 

employees.' This reconmondation has been accepted and orders 

implementing it issued. It should remove an important 

grievance of the employee's that for a long time they have 

continued to remain temporary, 

4-« While accepting the recommendations of the Commission, 

in some cases, for example, house rent and compensatory 

allowances, benefits beyond those recommended by the Commission 

have been announced by the Government partly to remove 

possibilities of anomalies arising and partly to reduce the 
* 

clement of deliberalisation involved in the recommendations* 

Thus, City Compensatory allowance for Class ’A’ cities has 

boon accepted by Government at 8^ of pay for persons drawing 

pay of Rs*15O/~ and above instead of a sliding scale of 8% 

and 6^ . re commended by the Commission* 

5* In addition to the announced decisions,,the 

Government have already taken the following other decisions 

favourable to the employees:- 

5* (a) The amount of minimum gratuity admissible to

the family of a permanent employee who dies before completing 

five years’ service^but after completing one year of service 

has been raised to six months salary from the existing 

maximum of two months salary. Purely temporary and quasi— 

permanent employees will be allowed torminal/dcath gratuity 

at certain specified rates* Previously they were not 

entitled to any such gratuity.

(b) Leave •



(b) Leave Travel Concessions will be extended to

such industrial and work-charged staff as arc entitled 

to regular leave. Employees whose hone town is not 

connected by rail will be allowed, the concession also for 

journeys between their hone and nearest railway station • 

a concession which was not permissible previously* 

(c) The maximum house rent recoverable from 

employees at present is 10^- of pay. Por employees drawing

a salary less than Rs. 150/- a month, the maximum house rent

chargeable in future will be of pay* This is intended *
to neutralise the effect of absorption of dearness allowance

in pay in the case of those comparatively low paid categories*.

(d) Under certain condition retiring Government

servants will be allowed travelling allowance for the 

journey back to their hone town*

(c) While accepting the rccommendations of the Pay

Commission regarding the point-to-point fixation of pay 

in the revised scale, a certain amount of liberalisation 

so as to prevent anomalies which would otherwise arise^ 

has been introduced. It has also been decided that in 

most of the cases the date of increment will remain the 

same as before and in a few cases there would be some 

improvement in this regard as well.

6* One recommendation
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6. One recommendation of the Commission of sone signifi

cance which has not been accepted by Government relates to 

raising the age of superannuation to 58* The existing position

is that all Class IV employees and workshop and work- 

charged staff can continue in service up to the ago of 60* 

The number of such employees is approximately 6.7 lakhs. 

It is only in respect of Class I, II and III staff that the 

existing agfe of retirement has not been raised. The main 

consideration which has weighed with the Government in not 

accepting this recommendation was the loss of employment 

opportunities that would occur .in the next three years if 

the age of retirement was raised to 58* If will be 

appreciated that acceptance of this recommendation would be 

adverse to the interests of a section of the present employees 

inasmuch as their present expectations and prospects of , 

promotion will be affected. A variation was also made by 

Government in respect of the recommendation of the Commission 

relating to the alternate Saturdays being declared as 

holidays. -This, however, is relatively a min^r matter 

capable of further reconsideration. Another modification 

which was made by Government was in the date of effect of 

the recommendations. The Commission had recommended the 

1st of July 1959 as the date from which the recommendations 

should be brought into force. For administrative reasons 

it vns Counl ficrtcult to adhere t.
date of effect has been changed to 1.11.59. In order, however, 

that the benefits to the employoos should not be substantially 

reduced, it has been provided that for the period 1.7.1959 

to 31.10.1959 a suitable sum will be paid into their Provident 

Fund Account.

7. Certain recommendations of the Commission have not 

yet been finally accepted by Government, but these are 

covered by Governments’ general decision that they propose 

to. accept
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to accept all recommendations of the Commission with an 

important financial bearing* In the field of medical 

facilities and educational assistance the Pay Commission 

have made the following important recommendations;*

(a) Industrial staffs and their families should 

have the same facilities for medical care and treatment

A.S non-industrial staffs*

(b) Medical facilities for all Central Government 

employees should be placed on a contributory basis and 

the pattern of medical care and treatment should, wherever 

there is a concentration of employees, be broadly similar 

to that available under the Contributory Health Service 

Scheme in Delhi*

(c) In the interest of Central Government employees 

as well as of other floating population in the country* 

the growth of schools with common syllabus and media of 

instruction and moderate fees, should be encouraged* 

(d) The Railway scheme of setting up hostels* 

with concessional lodging and boarding charges at a 

graduated rate, should be extended for the benefit of 

other employees drawing pay not exceeding Rs#3OO/w per 

mensem*

(c) A scheme of educational assistance, similar 

to the one in operation in the Railways, may be introduced 

for other Central Government employees whoso salary does 

not exceed Rs*3OC>/- per mensem, to enable them to- send •

their children to boarding schools of their choice when 

suitable schooling facilities do not exist at the station 

where they are posted*

8* The major demands on which the present agitation has 

been built up are the following:-

(1) that the Government should accept the minimum wage 
according to the Indian Labour Conference recommendation

(2) that there should be complete noutralisationof 
dearness allowance on the basis of the First Pay 
Commission’s recommendations;
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(3) that Standing Boards should be set up for proper 
fixation of wages and categorisation; and

(4) that existing rights, privileges ahd amenities 
should."not be curtailed.

9. In respect of the third, the position is relatively

simple. The Second Pay Commission themselves have laid great 

emphasis on the setting up of suitable agencies for the settlement 

of disputes with a provision for arbitration. The^ have coupled 

this with a recommendation that Central Government servants 

should not resort to strikes. They have recommended a machinery 

analogous to the Whitley Councils with a Central Joint Council 

representing the whole body of Central Government employees, 

both industrial and non-industrial, for negotiation and settle

ment of disputes. The recommendation is Btill under the con

sideration of Government. It is, however, necessary to remember 

that a permanent negotiating machinery has been functioning 

since January 1952 in the Railways in pursuance of an agreement 

that was reached between the Ministry of Railways and the 

employees’ representatives in 1951* In the Posts and Tele

graphs Department also arrangemcnts already exist under which 

any demands and difficulties of the staff can ^e discussed with 

officials at different levels. A Standing Committee has also 

been set up under the chairmanship of the Director General, 

Posts and Telegraphs to follow up and ensure implementation 

of decisions arrived at the meetings of the National Federation 

of Posts and Telegraphs employees and its Unions with the 

Minister and the Director General. The civilian staff of 

industrial establishments under the Ministry of Defence have 

also been provided a machinery for consultation and negotiations• 

The industrial employees of the Government are within the

scope...10.
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scope of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926 and of the Indust\\

Disputes Act, 1947, which do not make any distinction between 

employees of the Government and other employees, Thus, in law, • ' ’ r I
the industrial staffs of Government are as well placed to secure 

satisfaction of their reasonable demands through a consultative »• 
machinery as any other industrial employees. It is only in 

respect of the non-indust rial staffs of the Government that 

the proposal of the Pay Commission would involve a major change. 

How far such a change could be effected under the present 

circumstances and the precise details of the machinery thaf 

could be set up for prompt consideration and settlement of any 

dispute that may arise, are matters that are actively under the 

consideration of Government. _

10, What the demand that there should be no curtailment 

of existing amenities, rights and privileges amounts to is 
I 

that where the ^ay Commission has suggested an improvement in 

previous terms and conditions of employees,.- that improvement 

should be accopted, but where the Commission has suggested 

curtailment of the amonitios, 'etc., that recommendation should 

not be accepted. This is a palpably unreasonable stand.

The Pay Commission’s report is an integrated document which 

has to be read as a whole. Where the Commission have suggested 

any curtai2ement of an existing privilege or amenity, their 

recommendations were based mainly on two or three considerations- 

e.g. rationalisation by making uniform conditions of different

sets of employees. In such cases^ obviously the uniformity 

could not always be recommended at the highest levels of 

privileges previously enjoyed. In other cases the Commission 

have felt that the existing privileges or concessions were of 

an excessive nature having rcgard to the conditions prevailing ir

other sectors of the economy. This applies particularly.to

holidays....11.
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• holidays, casual leave and leave entitjlemont enjoyed by the goner ci

run of Government employees which the Commission suggested 
. i

should be reduced. Thore are other casos where the Commission s
’ ’ '■ W n

recommendation is generally of a liberalising nature ahd of 

benefit to the employees, but certain sec tion.s ' of them, parti

cularly the higher paid officers and certain individuals, may 

stand to lose. Obviously in such.cases, it is difficult to 

secure that every individual should gain, but the Pay Commission 

themselves havo suggested a solution by way of protecting the 

existing emoluments of those whose pay might otherwise be reduced- 

11. In respect of the first two demands the Government hnve 

firmly expressed their inability to depart from the recommenda

tions of the Pay Commission. The Commission have analysed the 

demand for a higher minimum wage on its merits. They havo pointed 

out that -

(1) the minimum wage fixed under the Minimum 
Wages Act generally varies from Rs.3O/~ 
to Rs.52,50 per month;

(2) the minimum remuneration fixed by the Labour 
Appellat e Tribunal' for '’unskilled workers 
in coal mines is Rs.69/-;

(3) -the minimum remuneration for the Cotton 
Textile industry in West Bengal was only

> Rs.60.6? in 1958; .

(4) the averago minimum wage of unskilled 
workers in organised industry is about 
Rs.70/- per month;

(5) the lowest rates of remuneration under the 
State Governments vary from Rs. 45/- in Orissa 
to Rs.70/- in Bombay. "The minimum in different 
States is as' fb 

Andhra Pradesh 
A s sum 
Bihar 
Bombay 

Jammu & Kashmir 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Madras 
Mysore 
Orissa ” 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Uttar Pradesh 
West .Bengal

llowss-

Rs.56’
Rca 6 6.5
Rs. 50 i

Rs<:70
Rs.35 / 
Rs.67/-
Rs.51/-
Rs.55
RS.50/-
Rs,45/r 
rs.6o/~ 
RS. $0/-

’ Rs* 49 • 5
Rs„55/-

♦...,12/-

/
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The number of such employees, in the different States, amounts’ 
to over six lakhs* \
12. In contrast, the present minimum remuneration of a Central 
Government employee is Rs.75/- made up of Rs.30/- as basic pay, 
Rs.20/- as dearness pay and Rs.25/- as dearness allowance (inclusive 
of interim relief granted in 1957). The CommissiOn felt that the 
present minimum of Rs.75/- is not perceptibly inadequate but taking 
into account the demands of the employees’ organisation, they 
have recommended an increase of the minimum to Rs.80/- per month. 
The Commission have in detail pointed out that it would be far out 
of the feasible financial limits if there were to be a dispropor
tionate rise in the minimum wage. y
13. The recommendation of the Fifteenth Indian Labour Conference, 
1957, on minimum wage was based on three important principles viz.,

(1) In calculating the minimum wage, the standard working 
clas.s family should be taken to comprise three con sum- 
ption units for one earner.

(2) The minimum food requirements should be calculated on 
the'basis of a net intake of calories as recommended 

. by Dr. Aykroyd.

(3) Allowance should be made for requirements of clothing, 
housing, fuel, lighting, etc.

The Pay Commission in arriving at its conclusion, took into account 
two of the above three principles. It was only-in respect of the 
calorific value of the diet that the Commission re-examined the 
calcuM tions made by Dp. Aykroyd. Basing its conclusion on equally 
expert medical and scientific testimony, the Commission came to the 
conclusion that as against a net intake of 3,000 calories recommende 
by Dr. Aykroyd, a balanced diet could as well be of a little over 
2,600® calories.
14. Even taking the Indian labour Conference’s recommendations 
as they stand, though the Conference recommended that the minimum 
food requirements should be calculated as recommended by Dr. Aykroyd 
for an average Indian adult of moderate activity, it did not say 
which one of the three approved diets of Dr. Aykroyd, namely 
(1) the optimum diet (ii) the adequate or balanced diet and 
(iii) the improved diet, should be adopted for the purpose of 
calculation of minimum wage. T]qe wage of Rs. 125/- is based on the 
adequate or balanced diet while the pattern adopted by the Pay 
Commission would be somewhat less than the improved diet* of Dr.Aykro;

It is wrong.... 15.



It is wrong to assume that the balanced diet was at all 
under contemplation of the Indian labour Conference.
Further, the Resolution adopted by the Conference is 
intended to provide a measure of guidance and it is not 
to be construed in rigid terms. It contains a provision 
according to which "wherever the minimum wages 
fixp/J are below the norms recommended, it would be incu 
on the parties concerned to justifythe circumstances 
which prevented adherence to the aforesaid norms.” 
The Pay Commission have fully justified why the labour 
Conference’s recommendation could not be accepted by it 

15. Regarding the demand that there should be automat- 
neutralisation of dearness allowance with price indices 
the Commission after examining the demand came to the 
conclusion that there should not be an y automatic adjus> 
of dearness allowance with the price index. They, 
however, recommended that a substantial and persistent 
rise in prices normally creates a prima facie case for 
compensation and that it should be the Government's 
endeavour not to allow the standard of living of their 
employees in the lower range of remuneration to fall. 
The Government would always be willing to review the 
position when the need arises as they have done in the 
past. The Commission have also recommended that 
employees drawing pay below Rs.300/- per month may be 
granted dearness allowance at specified rates. These 
rates are related to the consumer price index at 115 
with 1949 as the base year. The Commission have 
suggested that if during a period of 12 months, the 
index remains on an average 10 points above 115, the 
Government should review the positi.cn and consider 
whether an increase in the allowance should be allowed, 
and if so, at what rate. This the Government are 
prepared to do.
16. The minimum wage recommended by the Commission 
is itself related to the cost of living index in 1947 
at 285, as compared to pre-war, 1939, 100. The minimum 
remuneration of Rs. 55/- in 1947 has been increased to

Rs. 80/-

positi.cn
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Rs.80/- to take into account the 1958 cost of living index \ 
at 414. As against a 45% rise in the cost of living index 
since 1947, a 45% rise in the minimum. wage recommended has 
also been recommended. Thus, the minimum wage recommended 
by the Commission fully neutralises the increas’e in price 
up to 1958< %ing beyond the recommendations of'the Commission 
which is what is at present demanded by asking for a minimum 
wage of Rs. 125 • r would cost the country about Rs.80 to n in addition to, the sun of Rs. 40 to 50,crores a year „Rs. 100 crores a year/which has been estimated as the cost of 
accepting the recommendations of the Commission. .An answer 
to this demand of the employees for automatic linking of 
dearness allowance with the price indices is found in the 
report of tho Commission itself. The Commission have 
observed ’’The economic consequences of compensation, if given, 
nay also vary according to the stare of the country at the 
particular point of time. If the inflationary pressure is 
already severe, a further addition to incomes may aggravate 
the situation. Moreover, the claim of employees for 
compensation is only one of the claims on the financial 
resources of the Government, and we do not wish to make a 
recommendation which would, by implication, accord priority 
to that claim over all other competing claims, including 
those of investment essential for the country’s advancement, 
and of expansion cf social benefits which the employees of 
Government would share with the rest of the community. We 
believe a degree of flexibility to be essential for the 
efficient management of a developing economy with its 
numerous social and other complexities and variables, and 
its rapidly changing situationsj and it seems to us that a 
rigid, over-simple, arrangement for adjustment of Government 
servants’ remuneration to rise in prices would go ill 
with these desiderate.”

17. The Nation is committed to a programme of rapid 
economic development as the central objective of public 
policy. The objectives of economic planning have been 
defined as

(a) a sizable increase in national income, 
rapid industrialisation, and

(c) expansion of employment opportuni tie s.

In framing.... 15.



In framing the overall objectives and deter mining the 
relative claims between consumption and investment for 
the economy as a whole, it has all along been the guiding 
consideration that the increase in consumption expenditure 
must be kept well below the rate of increase in national 
income because such a balance is an essential condition of 
adequate investment without which rapid economic, growth 
would be impossible. It would be readily appreciated 
that the entire national income can never be available 
for current consumption. As a matter of fact, a good 
percentage of the national income and by *.plication, 
of per capita income, must be set apart towards the building 
up of the capital assets* 

18. while the Government are wedded to democratic
processes and the goal of a welfare stata, they cannot : '• '• ‘'4‘- Mi V -
obviously tolerate a threat to hold up the national 
progress to ransom. The threat is not based on. any prigcipl 
but in ultimate analysis will be found to be an attempt 
to strike at the very.roots of organised Govomnont and 
Administration, which, if not countered by the combined 
efforts of popular support, would undermine the strength 
and security of the nation in a crucial stage of its 
history.



Govt; agree to link wages to price level in the following terms 
(1^ ^he question of dearness allowance shall be reviewed immediately 
on the C.O.L. index rising on an average for 12 months by 7 points (base 
1949 * 100.
(2) uovt shall announce the queantuns of dSamess compensation and , 
If the amount of relief is disputed , it shall be referred to arbitrator.
(3) ^t may be mentioned that the average C.O.L.Index for the last 12 
months from January 1959 to December 1959 stood at 123, i.e, 7 points 
above the figure of 116 of 195^. G^yt shall announce the quean turn of 
relief for 1959* grant retrospective effect to it and cause disbursement 
of the dearness allowance in August I960.
4. Ahis compensation for 1959 * and subsequently , be continued untill 
further revision, and shall be outside the cieling for refixation of pay.

It is presumed that ceiling for re fixed pay in the new scales will bexxai

relaxed upwards*



From the planned systematic campaigns, in the 
Government-inspired monopoly pr*ess propaganda, it is clear enough 
that the Union Government’s case against the just demands of 
Central Government employees is very weak in terms of principles 
and facts. This weakness is sought to be made up by 
concentrated press propaganda to confuse and mislead public 

opinion.

Pandit Nehru is risking his personal prestige by becoming 
the main official mouthpiece of the official propaganda that the 
22 lakhs of Central Government employees cannot be given D.A. 
linked to cost of living index nor a need-based minimum wage, 
unanimously recommended by the tripartite l^th Indian Labour 
Conference, duly endorsed by his Planning and Labour Minister I 
Nanda. 

♦ • 
The more unreasonable and recalcitrant becomes the stand 

of the Government, the more determined and passionate is becoming 
the campaign for general strike of the Central Government 
employees. The unity they have achieved is unprecedented. 
To challenge their strength and to put their patience, to test 
is only gambling with the fate of the country.

The Central Government employees, do not stand alone.
The entire Indian working class considers their cause as its 

* X 
own. And not in words alone. The HMS, UTUC and the AITUC 
have all issued calls for all-India sympathetic strike on 
July 14, Again, let there be no misunderstanding about the 
historic significance of this. It is a joint call for a 
countrywide strike of all industries by the Socialist, Communist 
and other trade unionists, despite all their old and bitter 
differences^ in the past. This should make the Government
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leaders sit up and think all over again and act before 
it is too late.

The Government has the ordinance all ready, whose 
measures are more stringent tr-an the earlier ordinances. It 
is reported that the Vice President Dr. Radhakrishnan was 
asked to sign it bat he refused and is reported that the 
Rashtrapati before going abroad had informed him that he may 
have to sign an ordinance against the textile owners and not 
this one against the employees. Row the Rashtrapati himself 
has come back home. It will be a real anti—climax if after 
all his noble speeches in the USSR, he signs a draconian 
repressive measure against his own countrymen who demand 
nothing more than what his own Government had once promised 
them. All those who know about the employees’ case and campaign 
and can read the mass pscs pulse b might forecast that the mass 
tempo is such that ordinances would be of no avail but only 
provoke the workers more.

Ho negotiations, but individual contacts. Then negotiations 
and then breaking off, and back to individual meetings. The 
drama goes on. It is designed to demoralise and disrupt the 
ranks of the employees but it has had the opposite effect of 
steeling their will to fight and cementing their unity still closer.

The Government is belatedly announcing concessions in 
terms of the Pay Commission, resting after eight months’ delay, 
the gains it had withheld so far. But such minor concessions 
fail to impress the mass.

Individual Ministers are trying to negotiate with their 
own employees and also promising some concessions but the 
workers refused to fall prey to these disruptive tactics.
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The latest is that go-betweens have been set on the . 

The Government has put out a feather for an ad hoc grant, 
but without linking it either to D.A. or the minimum wage on 
the basis of principles for which the workers are fighting 
and which the Government has repudiated though it was a 
party to them earlier.

Some men of goodwill are also on the move but the 
Government is drifting with the false hope that disruption 
will work. It is the DJTUC that is insisting that the 
Government must announce whatever concessions it has kx 
only when the strike is crushed just before. The INTUC has 
gone he in behind the purdah so far as the Central Government 
employees are concerned. It makes its existence felt through 
press statements and in the parlours of Ministers.

There is no repressive measure that is not being kept in 
readiness. It is also reported that the Territorials too are 
being mobilised. Peter Alvares has declared that if the 
Territorial Arny is used against peaceful strikes, the trade 
unions will ask all workers and employees to resign en masse 
from its ranks.

depression will only act as provocation and for the 
consequences, the Government alone will be responsible. The 
united massive all-India general strike cannot be stopped 
by bureaucratic repression. It will only make peaceful 
solution more difficult.

The zero hour is near. Let the Government think hard 
of a’bitterly fought All-India General Strike which will be a 
fitting finale to the Second Plan and a proper prelude ka 
for the Third*.



All Indians with a conscience can only plead that the 
Union Government must promptly accept the justice of the 
workers* demands and achieve a negotiated settlement. It is 
not yet too late.

If the Government does not move and the strike is forced 
on the mass of Central Government employees, Indians with a heart 
will give them all support and work for a peaceful and just 
settlement.

The workers are being reasonable and the Government 
unreasonable •

It is now only Indian public opinion that can make 
the Government see reason.

(July 6)
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